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Two Memphians were killed
and gx others injured on Mondelay, July 2, at Tuscola, Ill.,
Wyhen the car in which they
'were riding was struck by
another vehicle headed in the
opposite direction.
The dead were Mrs. Melissa
Newsom, 45, of 120 Vaal, and
her 14-month-old grandson,
Antoine Williams.
Injured were Melvin Williams, the driver of the car,
his wife, Mrs. Gloria Newsom
Williams, her father, Thomas
Newsom, two other unidentified adults, and a young girl,
Patricia.
According to a relative of
one of the victims, the group
was en route to Grand Rapids, Mich., to visit a sister of
Mrs. Newsom at the time of
the collision.
7 Bodies of the victims have
been returned to Memphis.
Montague Funeral home is in
charge of final arrangements.
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Citizens Must Lead
In Fight For Better
Education System
LIFE MEMBERSHIP —
M•m be r s of the LaRita
Homemakers club made a
$100 payment on a life
membership in the National
Association f o r the Advancement of Colored People when the club held • re-

cent meeting at the home of
Mrs. Alma Morris, 981 Alaska it.. and on hand to accept the payment was Atty.
u s s•11 B. Sugarmon, Sr.
Seated from left are Mrs.
Thecae Smith, Atty. Sugarmon. Mrs. Morris and Mrs.

Bernice Jackson. Standing.
same order, are Mrs. Katherine Armstrong, Mrs. Ann
Falls and Mrs. Julia Pleas.
Absent members were Mrs.
Janice Jean and Mrs. Cleo
Draper. (Withers Photo)

Clement Lists Education As
State's Best Tax Investment

Board Outlines Program
To Improve Negro Lag

Fotutbeen governors were between 1953 and 1959.
elected in Tennessee during During his term in office,
the first 52 years of this cen- appropriations for education
Last in Series
educational experiences who
climbed 71.9 per cent from
tury.
were not as good as others, but
By M. L. REID
But all of them combined 988.3 million in 1952-53 ao
if we wanted to learn, we did.
did not allocate as much money $117.2 million in 1958-59.
for public education as Frank Pubic education in Tennes- When Superintendent of "The average teacher here
Memphis City Schools E. C. can turn out better
students,
0. Clementa's administration see's largest and most expenAll office seekers endorsed
The Memphis branch of the ment of Negroes to commissive single tax-supported serv- Stimbert released figures in and it is not necessary for
by the Shelby County DemoJune showing the achievement them to
committees
award
at
and
NAACP
won
a
top
positions
back
to
ice.
go
school
and
sions,
cratic club have been invited
level of Negro students in
the Freedom Fund Report and traditionally reserved for
Clement described the pro- Memphis was not equal to take other courses before this
to speak at a rally scheduled
Awards dinner held in Atlanta whites.
gram this way as he appeared that of whites, and that after happens." They only need to
to be held on the lawn of
during the organization's 53rd The Legal Redress and Edubefore the 1957 General As- the fourth grades they failed become more dedicated to the
Howard H. Jackson,s home,
annual convention last week. cation Committees succeeded
sembly in behalf of his request to keep pace with the naitonal tasks.
1371 Volentine ave. Thursday,
Memphis took first honors in desegregating four previousfor approval of budgets total- average, it was no surprise to "What we need in Memphis
July 12 at 8 pin.
for branches with paid execu- ly all-white schools, appealed
is some Dr. Sheparts," Stiming $229 milion for education principals or teachers.
The rally is being sponsored
tives for the second consecu- a schqol desegregation suit atbert said.
during his last two years in ofby the Ward 111, Precincts
For the past year, principals NEED SHEPARTS
tive year in the Thalheimer tacking the pupil placement
fice:
Three; and Four of the Shelby
and teachers have been studyawards, given annually for the law and handled some 318 sitEDUCATION TOP ITEM
County Democratic club.
ing and discussing the situa- He was referring to Dr.
best and most effective local in cases.
"Forty-three cents of each
Speaking for Gubernatorial
program by NAACP units. The Its Labor and Industry Comtion. At the principals' meet- Samuel Shepart of St. Louis,
Candidate Frank Clement will
awards were established in mittee sought increased job Representative Clifford Day state tax dollar is spent for the ing in August, Stimbert ex- Mo., who, when he became
services af education. T h e
Benjamin F. Blakey.
1941 and bear the name of the opportunities for Negroes in is, now in his 22nd year in the
pects to hear them bring up concerned that Negro children
is the
Political candidates appeardonor, Dr. Ross P. Thalheimer. public utilities, protested seg- United States House of Rep- training of our children
some ways to solve the prob- in the lower economic sections
single
function
most
important
t on the program will be
of that trity were below the
First prize of $100 was given regated facilities at Interna- resentetivess hold-s the rank as
lem.
Ross Pritchard, seeking At -seat U.S. MARSHAL
Luke C. the branch for serving as a tional Harvester, and the local Dean of the Tennessee Dele of state and local government: "It's nnot a situation that national average aroused the
consequently, when the cost of
in Congress; Atty. Ira H. Mur- Moore. former Memphians and clearing house for food, cloth- post office with venial sucration He is 5th in line of this program is considered can be remedied overnight," community to the point that
phy, a candidate for circuit son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer ing and relief for Fayette and cess, filed complaints against
seniority among 437 members from a long-range view, it Supt. Stimbert said, "but we all elements bestirred themcourt clerk; Atty Russell Su- Moore, Sr.. of 169 Silverage Haywood counties, supervis- bias in local job classifications, of Congress.
selves and in record time
represents a long-term invest- expect next year to be a bet- closed the gap and now are
garmon and Jesse H. Turner, ave., has assumed his duties ing the distribution of funds unions and lay offices of railter
school
year.
Democratic
ment."
running for State Democratic as a U.S. Marshal after being and truckloads of food and road employees with the Pres- In the August
"In the final analysis," he above the national norm.
Reprgentative Davis
Committeemen; Rev. Alexand- sworn in as the second Negro clothing sent from many sec- ident's Committee on Equal Primary,
Even before Clement's term said, "achievement rests with Dr. Shepart stimulated the
Congresthe
seeking
in office ended in 1959, Tener Gladney, George Holloway to serve in such a position in tions of the country and the Employment Opportunities and Will be
sional post for the 13th gine. nessee had begun to realize the students. Some way must children's interest in educaJr. and Fred Davis, seeking to the history of the country. purchase and distribution of against t h e discriminatory
be found to show them what tion by showing them what
Representative Davis is the
be elected Shelby County De- Moore, a graduate of Booker other food supplies.
practices of the local Employ- second ranking member of the some of the returns on the they can accomplish if they jobs they could fill in St.
vestanent."
mocratic Committeemen.
T. Washington high school. ACCOMPLISHMENTS
ment Security Bureau.
put forth the effort and use Louis if they properly preChairmen of the rally are lives in Washingin, D. C., and
A voter-registration cam- Branch membership was in- Committee on Pubic Works. Nearly 21,000 of the total the facilities now at their dis- pared themselves.
George Holloway, Jr., chair- was an assistant U.S. Attorney paign in 1961 brought the total creased to 8,803, the largest in He is chairman of the impor- teaching force of about 28,000 posal."
The Negro educator, did this
man of Ward 21, Precinct Four; before he was named to the of Negro voters up to 72,000 the South. It contributed $1,- tant Flood Control Committee employed in grades 1 through
by field trips, pep talks and
Public
managed
BOOST
EDUCATHON
h
as
and
12 in 1958 held at least a
and Mrs. Sadie Clayborn, post by President Kennedy. and resulted in the employ- 000 to the NAACP's national
methods
Works authorizations bills ap- bachelor's degree. About 75,- Superintendent Stimbert is contests, and his
chairman of Ward 21, Precinct (Withers Photo)
ment, election and appoint- Freedom Fund.
is 'I0 teachers were college grad- happy to see that the Negro gained him national promibillion.
He
$6
proximating
Three.
invited to
a member of the Subcommit- uates in 1952 when the total community is alarmed at the nence. He has been
tee on Rivers and Harbors and number employed was 23,468. present achievement level of Memphis to address the principals this fall.
Roads.
Scores on standardized tests students, but he wants to see
Already the local board has
RepresentaMemphis
pupils
The
given
to
about
41,000
alleviate
the
cona
all
united
to
Committee,
:The Unity
outlined some methods to imtive was one of the sponsors during the 1957 Legislative dition, especially since he is
group of Negro citizens, met
prove the Negro achievement
of the large Interstate High- Council survey on education the head of the system.
Tuesday night at 8 p.m.,—July
way Act under which 41,000 were higher in all subjects He wants for ministers to lag.
3 — at the St. John's AME
miles of expressways, includ- than those on comparable tests boost education from the pul- They include: (1) Increased
church, 2321 Hunter. T h e
work with principals, faculty
ing Memphis,' are being built. in 1948 and 1949.
Unity Committee met for the Speaking at the Memphis
pits on Sunday mornings. And
parent-teacher
He served three times as chair- Consolidation of schools pro- he would also like for parents group s, and
eurpose of expanding and set- Athletic club and the Germanand parent-study groups.
tling up the ward and precinct town Civic club, Cnogressional After 52 years of personal of the century, and which in- man of the Special Howie Com- gressed rapidly as a result of to set aside a space for chil(2) Employment of the best
persons as Ma- mittee to Investigate Cam- improved pupil transportation
Workers. There were about candidate Ross Pritchard pre- administration, Madame Gold cluded such
dren to study, even if it means possible teachers and a con150 business, civic and religi- dicted that the cold war with Silver Morgan Young has re- dame C. J. Walker of Indian- paign Expenditures in Con- arid increased gate funds for turning off the television set tinuing program of in-service
Sara Washington, gressional elections.
napolis;
construction. The number of in the evening for a while.
our leaders, representing all communism will be a prolong- tired as the head of Gorine
training to improve all teachWashington, founpasts of Memphis and Shelby ed struggle "which the free College of Beauty Culture, 449 apolis; Sara
He introduced in the House, one-teacher schools dropped He has faith in the Negro ers.
Beauty
Culat.
der
of
the
Apex
Beale
and successfully managed the from 1,189 in 1952-53 to 689 teachers now employed by the
Canny, in attendance at this world can and will win if we
System, and Madame An(3) A program of instruction
meeting. The presidents of six give full attention to five key Madame Young is being suc- ture
passage of the TVA Self-Fi- in 1956-57.
Board, and believes they can for the talented as well as for
ceeded as manager by Mrs. nie Malone, founder of the nancing legislation which TEACHERS' PAY
job of teaching
do
a
better
civic clubs which have endors- items."
e. System of Beauty Cul- makes it possible for Memphis One of the new programs than some have been doing. the under-achiever, so that all
Valeta B. Edinbourg of 568 porn
ed the Unity Committee's ob- These he listed as . . .
can go as rapidly as possible.
to negotiate for return to the placed into effect by Clement NOT THE ANSWER
jectives were also present.
"I. A strong, up-to-date and Crump blvd., graduate of the
(4) Along with capable
provided textbooks to all puRev. J. C. Richardson, 1579 diversified defense system. school and physiotherapy in- The Gorine Hair System TVA system.
getting rid of those teachers, teaching supplies and
Asked
if
was started by Madame Young He is now chairman of the pils in grades one through 12,
Carr, pastor of St. John's "2. A foreign policy that structeo
o
r"
teachers
considered
"p
Methodist church and secre- generates offensive thrust.
Announcement of Madame at Greenwood, Miss., 52 years Select Committee making a representing a cost of nearly and replacing them with equipment and the supervisopersonnel demanded to
tary of the AME Conference "3. A productive, free enter- 'Young's retirement and the ago. She moved to Memphis in two-year study of the acquisi- $13.5 million between 1953-54 others of greater intellects ry
give direction to the entire
in! West Tennessee is chair- prise economy that produces change in management was 1919 and set up her school on tion of land by all Federal and 1958-59.
Average teacher salaries might improve the situation, program.
agencies and departments.
man of the Unity Committee. revenue for cold war programs. made by Rev. D. M. Grisham, Beale street.
he answered, "No, a student
'Rev. L. A. Blake, 1980 E. "4. A system of education chairman of the school's trus- Graduates of the school now Representative Davis cast rose from $2,380 in 1952-53 to who wants to achieve can do (5) A determination on the
Person ave., is vice-chairman that develops individuals to tee board and for nine yews operate a ci d staff beauty the deciding vote in conference $3,538 in 1958-59, an increase so, despite poor teaching. Most part of the citizens of Memof the Unity Committee. He is their fullest capacities as re- pastor of Centenary Methodist schools all over the United in 1958 which authorized a see Education Page 2
of us have had teachers in our see Program Page 2
bonus of one-half per cent of
minister of the New Salem sponsible citizens . . . and also church before his recent move States.
Baptist church:
as productive participants in to Nashville as a district super- Madame Young will contin- all funds alloted to states
Rev. Richardson said:
industry, agriculture and the intendent for the Methodist ue to live at the college. Active under the Interstate Highway
in community work, she has Program which passed legislaChurch.
,"More than ever before, the professions.
liegro is exercising his right "5. A society here at home Mrs. Edinbourg's appoint- served on the advisory com- tion prohibiting billboards on
of citizenship and assuming a that sets forth, by example, ment was made on the recom- mittee of Family Service and the Interstate Highway Sysgreater role of individual re- the beet arguments for a demo- mendation of Madame Young, was a member of the Council tem.
introsponsibility. A few self-ap- cratic way of life."
but it will not become final of Church Women of Memphis. Congressman Davis
duced the first bill authorizing
Elaborating on the foreign until action is taken by the COMMUNITY SERVICE
pointed Negro leaders, acting
the Mississippi Parkway from
selfish impulses, are not policy channel, Pritchard said, trustees at their regular meetAlways intereseed in the °anode to the Gulf. This past
be to tell us how to vote. "The American people don't ing in September.
Madame
underprivileged,
April a new concept for the
e are going to make up our like to be pu.thed around, and PIONEER IN FIELD
Young has offered scholarships parkway called She Great Rivown minds and support can- I think we're all tined of the
through
considergirls
of
Young
is
number
Madame
a
to
er Road was authorized and
didates because of their own Russian attitude that 'what's
years, who were unable to additional authorization remine is mine, and what's yours ed one of the last of the rank lhe
merits."
of beauticians who pioneered pay tuition.
quests are now before the DaFaywood Gaines will be co- is negotiable.'
Both Madame Young, and vis Committee,
ordinator of poll workers. He 'There's a certain school of in the Negro field of beauty
after the turn her successor. Mrs. Edinbourg, Representative fTvis worklives at 582 Gillis rd., and is thought that argues for a pull- culture shortly
are members of Centenary ed 10 yeers to tax co-operapresident of Local 1791, Bro- back on our part .. . that says
tives which now enjoy unfair
Methodist church.
therhood of Railway Clerks.
if we would just disengage
competition with tax-paying
and create a neutral zone, it
Gaines said:
businesses. The 1962 Tax Bill
"The Unity Committee has would reduce tensions.
Which passed the House inembarked on a very worth- "I reject this argument. I
corporated much of the Davis
wihile project for this commu- think it plays directly into
proposal.
nity. Everywhere people are Soviet hands. Everyone knows
He has tesetifled for the Wilenthusiastic about what the that when eornething of this
derness Preservation legislaUnity Committee is doing. sort is attempted, the Russians
ST. LOUIS — About 9,600 tion and has been highly comMore and more people are simply move into the neutral
Missouriane are blind, accord- plimented by proponents of
joining with us. We continue zone . . . then rub their hands
ing to figures complied by the Bill as wee as by a numto add ward and precinct and say 'let's disengage some
the St. Louis Society for the ber of newspapers.
workers to our growing com- more.'
Blind.
For months Representative
mittee and will have every "I think." Pilchard Said,
That is about 2 22 per cent Davis has been investigating
polling place covered on elec- "we have to stand firm . . .
of the state's population. The possibilities for the new Memand more than ttat, we shoulcl
tion day."
day, he will be awarded a charges to play the game. If
statistics were gathered in phis air terminal being be- A FACE IN A CROWD at
do a little probing of our own.
From Rev. Richardson:
Crown
you see your -Face in a
1960 and a society spokesman ing designed as a free port for baseball game at Believer supply of Royal
"The Unity Committee has I think it's high lime we did
Men's Pomade without cost. Crowd."' please call the Tr-said that during the past two international air travel and ex- Park has attracted our at
endorsed Frank Clement for more acting am 1 egg re-actState Defender office and
years the number undoubted- ports. He has been advised tention. If the man who, This is one of a series of "A
Governor and Lewis Taliafer- ing to what the Russians say
it will be an declared face is encircled will call the Face in a Crowd" which ap- claim the prize offered. Phohas
increased.
that
ly
for
a
worry
Let
then
and
do.
expect
to
Congress.
We
*for
pear in the Tri-State Defen- to by Billy Duncan.
Of the blind, about 12 per when sufficient volume is at- Tri-State Defender's editori
endorse candidates for the change, about wiat we're goder regularly. There fie no
al department biter. Sato:
%dried.
WE. GOLD S. M. YOUNG cent were ear 85. '
ing to do next."
dainty Confetti/Won."

Memphis Branch Wins Top
Award At NAACP Confab

To Speak At
Political Rally

Davis Seeks
Re-Election For
13th Time

Unity Committee
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Memphians Die
In Auto Crash
At Tuscola, Ill.

C.
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Pritchard Charts
5 Paths To Victory
In Cold War

Madame Young

Retires After 52 Years As Head
Of Gorine College Of Beauty

*

Missouri Blind
Total At 9,600
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Voters To Face 164 Names On Ballot

Voters in the Democratic 2 will be faced with 164 names
in the history Of Shelby C:oe
and Republican primaries and on the ballot. It is believed
ty. Deadline for filing.
the General election on Aug. that this is the largest
num- July 3.
ber of candidates to be placed
on a ballot during an election

DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY '

AT E. H. CRUATP HOSPITAL

•
I

REPUBLICAN
PRIMARY

PUBLIC SERVICE
Mr and Mrs. 'vie Baker,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stev
GOVERNOR 2251 Zanone; a boy.
COMMISSION
enson, 1417 Texas; girl, VioJUNE 15
(Vote
for
one)
and
Mrs.
Mr
(Vote for One)
Willie
F. Frank- let Zina.
- Mr. and Mrs. Alex Lenoir
Frank G. Clement, William
U. S. REPRESENTATIVE
lin, 266 Bond, boy, Peritt.
John C. Hammer, E. Lee
JULY 5
1907 Rile; boy, Benny Durant
W. Farris, Ronald H. Little, Brown, Porter Freeman, Ewing
(Vote for one)
Mi. and Mr, Roy Little,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Seay,
JUNE 16
P. R. Olgiati, L. A. Watts.
Raymond M. Briggs, Robert
J. Threet.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Conard 1395 Hemlock, gal., Barbara 2427 Hunter; boy, Freddie Lee.
B. James.
U. B. REPRESENTATIVE
Mr. and Mrs. James Teal,
1862 Keltner cl.; girl, Wautina Ann
STATE DEMOCRATIC
JULY 4
(Vote for one)
10661/2 Beach: girl, Arnetria
,,Yvette.
STATE SENATE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Mr and Mrs Richard Hud- Levey.
Clifford Davis, Ross J. Pritch(Vote for one in each district)
4 • Mr. and Mrs. Roy Tolbert,
(Vote for two men and two 30th
son. 3019 Tillman cove, Apt.
Taliaferro.
ard,
Lewis
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hewitt,
Sam
McMillan
boy,
district:
;
GOOD
William
GUESSING GIFTS —
Leo Cole, Bow.
o 1520
total number of years repre3; girl, Daphne Patrice
STATE SENATE
women)
/
2 Kansas: boy, Avonzo.
9481
era Hickman.
Mrs. Will. Mae Alexander. sented at Universal Lite In„Arthur.
'(Vote for one in each district)
Mr and Mrs Jesse Morgan,
Mr. and Mrs. John Boyd, left, and Mrs. Dorothy T. surance company'
Mose
Karnows
ky,
Mrs.
31st
district:
Jewel
1 Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Scott,
Warner Hodgs awards
1514 S. 1,ailderd,ile; boy, Jesse 1024 Wellington, Apt. 3; boy, Montgom
30th District: William S. Dorris, Jessie H. Turner, Rus- es, Loring C. Warner.
• 3554 Brantley rd.; girl, Sharery receive gifts luncheon. Mrs. Montgomery
Lenegrl.
Leland
Cobb,
Carter.
F..
Joseph Earl.
sell B. Sugarrnon Jr., Mrs. 32nd district: John J. Thomfrom First Vice President
' 31.netta Demetna.
was right on the mark with
Mr and Mrs. Autry Brant31st District: Charles C. George T. Lewis Jr., Mrs. Rich- ason, George Harrison
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Pastell, and Secretary B. G. Olive, her guess of
.
275 years.
ley,
Burch,
Raymond
770
Roanoke;
H.
girl.
Sayle,
a
1060
ard
N. Second; boy, Gerald
T. White, Lucius Burch
33rd district: Troy L. ,Gat. Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Collins,
Jr.. for having guessed the
Thomas
Mr.
Todd,
H.
and
Mrs.
Jr.
Hebert
Dewane.
Jr.,
Barber,
Mrs.
Alberta Boartfield, lin, Jack Stites.
,
.1037 Latham; girl, Clore Phyl576 Leath; boy, Terry Marcel. Mr. and Mrs. John D. Free32nd District: Frank L. Larry Fox, John D. Martin Jr.
lis.
STATE REPRESENTATI4
White, Dick Potter.
,.t• Mr. and Mrs. Joe Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Robert John- man, 526 Nonconnah; boy,
SHELBY COUNTY
(Vote for one in each di
33rd District: James B. Mit`
Terry Adams.
,-.1870 Carver, Apt. 3; girl, Lin- son, 960 Red Row; a boy.
1st district: Burnet C.- t'•
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Foschell, Robert C. Gregory, C. W. DEMOCRATIC EXECUTIVE
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Newsom,
da Joyce.
COMMIT
hill,
TEE
Mrs.
Rosetta
Watson.
ter, 1085 Stafford; a girl.
(Wink)- Bond.
1380 Kansas; girl, Connie Jean
I JUNE 20
2nd district: Jewett Cole,
(Vote for 16)
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Britt,
• Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel JackChairman: Robert L. Taylor, George Brown.
(Vote
Atty. Ira H. Murphy, candifor one in each district)
749 Vollentine; girl, Sharon son, 1356 Fields; boy, Daniel 817 Maywood; boy, Paul AnLouis.,.
date for circuit court clerk, de1st District: Clifford D. Pierce James E. Irwin.
thony.
3rd district: Phil Lowe.
Dist. 1: Lee Winchester Jr.
Jr., Ike R. Clinton.
Mr. and Mrs. Benny Glasco, clares he will be campaigning
Mr. and Mrs. James Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thomp4th district: James ,MalDist. 2: Bert Bates.
son,
top
1041
at
speed
2nd
until
Lane,
District:
after
2352
the
James F. SchaeApt. 4; bey,
Vandale; girl, Patricia
936-B Porter; boy, James DeDist. 3: Dorothyann Scott. colm Gentry, Keneth
Reginald
votes
are
fer,
counted
William
Aug.
on
Charles.
Ann.
2.
P.
fleming,
Char1,eek.
Dist. 4: Alan Hanover, Rob5th district: Mrs. Eleanor
He is facing eight opponents.
Mr. and Mrs. Oasis Ousley, JULY
lie Ishee.
. 'JUNE 21
B. Currie.
ert V. Bickers.
•
658
This
Lucy;
Murphy'
is
boy,
3rd
first
for
bid
District:
s
Mr.
Jerry.
Ray
and
W.
Mrs.
ChurchMr. and Mrs. Fred Draper,
Sylvester
6th
Dist.
Claude
district: James N. Clay
5:
A. Armour.
ill, Philip L. Peeler, Jack H.
Smith, 900 E. Trigg; boy, An- public office, however he has
2811 Carnes; girl, Omahas
III,
Dist.
Joe
6:
John
Granito.
Ford
Canale.
been active in civic organizaMorris III.
thony.
7th district: Frank B., LidDist. /7: John F. Regus.
4th District: Mrs. Joan Strang
Mr. and Mrs. Seander. Dab- tions since returning to MemMr. and Mrs. Otis Gray, 1915
dell Jr.
Dist.
8:
Herbert
B.
Moriarty
Lionel W. Mahoney.
ney, 900 Texas; girl, Vesta phis from New York Univerboy, Kilen Karneal.
8th district: Winfield- C.
sity.
5th District: Joe M. Pipkin. Jr.
Ronita.
Mr. and Mrs. Major A.
Murphy was campaign man6th District: Marvin J. Brode, Dist. 9: Rev. Alexander Glad- Dunn, T. 0. Spencer.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Willis,
Blanchard, 194 Norwood; girl,
9th district: Mrs. Dorpthy
ager for Rev. Henry C. Bunton,
Beverly Ray Owens, Henry ney.
877 Neptune; boy, Tony.
.Rosalyn Theresa.
(Continued
From
Dist. 10: George L. Holloway Storer.
Page 1)
IRA H. MURPHY
Klein.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Lowe when he ran an unsuccessful
- JUNE U
.
141 11111t
10th district: Mrs. Barbara
7th District: C. H. Bratton, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Da- of about 50 per cent, including 1420 Stonewall; boy, Eddie race for a Board of Education
Murphy said he has been enDist, 11: Fred L Davis.
Arnoult, Mrs. Maxie Draper.
seat in 1959. He was also coMorris E. Gannon Jr., John C.
Lee Jr.
vis, 890 Palmer Alley; boy, local funds.
dorsed
by
both
Shelby
the
Dist. 12: Carl Moore, Taylor
11th district: Mrs. Keith
Calhoun, Marvin L. Spruill,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward La- ordinator for the Volunteer County Democrat
Alvin Keith.
On Clement's recommendaic club and
Blair.
Spurner.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ray Ar- tion, the 1953 legislature added nier, 299 S. Fourth; boy, Ed- Committee which backed Atty. the Lincoln League Republi- Rudolph Russell.
Dist.
13:
12th district: Maurice F.
Paul Vescovo.
Russell Sugannon, Atty. Ben
8th District: Leonard Van
mour, 461 Jenson rd.; boy, an extra month's salary for all ward Jr.
can club, and a number of comDist, 14: Henry Lehman, Ed- Keathley Jr., John Stuart.
Eaton, Charles H. O'Brien.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Moody, L. Hooks and Rev. Roy Love munity, leader
Michael Earl.
teachers. In 1955, the General
in all areas.
13th district: William.#
9th District: Robert M. Far- mund Orgill.
Mr. and Mrs James Isom, Assembly provided a $3,000 2590 Ridgeway; girl, Willie when they were seeking elecHe is married and lives at
Dist. 15: Bernie Weinman, (Tag) Weldon.
tion to public offices in 1959.
gason, Haywood 0. Wa•ts.
, Jr., 118 0 Greenwood; boy, guaranteed minimum for a Mae.
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Dave
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F. Bowden, Mrs. Betty
Phi Alpha fraternity, Kappa
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THE RACE OF two sales- there are not enough Negro
men ended in a wreck. One votes for both Murphy and
salesman, about 18 years of Evers.
age, the other, about 10, were ATTY. HOSEA T. LOCKARD
racing to an area to be the is the subject of "Cocktail
first to hawk their 109 cream. Talk." We are laughing about
The lad 18 had a toe-wagon the reasons advanced — why
mounted on a bicycle. The he decided at the last minute
smaller boy pushed his ice- not to qualify as a candidate
wagon. They collided. About for the state legislature. Most
Ora squad cars rushed to the reasons advanced are just
• -scene. Oh for the life of a about as far from the truth
as heaven is from hell.
salesman.
'• VOTERS IN THE COUNTY REV. ROY LOVE IS reare saying that Memphis vot- ported to have pitched hard
ers are more concerned about for a congressional candidate.
making the right choice for He is heard among • goodly
Memphis than they are about number of local ministers. The
playing good politics which candidate is not the young
" Would automatically be of man whom the incumbent
benefit to both Memptuan Cliff Davis says is hitch-hiking
to Washington.
end cotnitians as well.
ATTY. RUSSELL SUGARBEN BLAKEY is smiling
more than ever these days. MON is not sleeping very easHe is saying, "I selected the ily these nights. Nor are his
winner in the gubernatorial days blessed with happiness.
race when a lot of the local He is battling like a Trojan —
boys were at the paddock to produce a winning candidate
'looking over nags." Blakey is and save his political neck.
• • wearing a big "Frank Clem- FRANK KILPATRICK is
looking much better these
ent" button.
ATTY. IRA H. MURPHY is days — that is — since he renot necessarily anxious to op- signed as president of the
:pose 0. Z. Evers in the cir- Shelby County Democratic
cuit court clerk race, along club. We do not envy the head
• with the incumbent Joe N. of the club — Alexander GladPless and seven other "clerk- ney — because "uneasy lies the
ship seeking" candidates. One head upon which the crown
thing that is facing Murphy rests."
and Evers that is not neces- FRANK CLEMENT said that
Sarily facing other candidates he never felt better about the
• in this race. Murphy and Ev- progress of his gubernatorial
ers will be depending almost race. He is an old pro. This is
entirely upon the Negro vote his third — you know.
to elect them — to office. Oth- POLITICAL SOOTHSAYERS
er candidates can depend up- are saying that Bill Farris is
on white as well as Negro gaining a lot of ground. As a
votes to elect them to office. matter of talk, he is about
Ilihich one will withdraw? to pass Rudy Olgiati. But is
Simple arithmetic indicates Olgiati the lead man?

Thiett
Anna Cblook•

Our reoent holiday, the 4th Jackson, Mrs. Mary F. St.*,
of July, was very well cele- president of the Jackson City
brated in and around Jackson. Teachers' association a n d
As usual he many picnics were teacher at Lincoln elementaky
in force and one where many school. Mrs. Harris Pirda,
Jacksonians gathered was the teacher at Washington-Douglaa
Sportsman's Lake site in Madi- School and sister of Mrs. Stotts
MarMrs.
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WilMoore.?
Mrs.
years:
AWARDS LUNCHEON — dent. received a diamond- H. Polk. 10
and fish- is also in attendance.
15 years. son County. Boating events to SUMMER QUEEN CROWN=
Seventeen members of the studded pin for 35 years of lie Mae Alexander. Mrs. tha H. Strong.
ing were the main
35
Mitchell.
L.
Jinunie
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Montgomery.
T.
Dorothy
home office staff of Uni- faithful service. Gold sapa most enjoyable The crowning of Miss Labe
Tiney V. Chain- make the day
versal Life Insurance coin- phire pins were given those Thomas J. Willis. vice pres- years: Mrs.
one along with the good food College for the 1982-83 SusiBessie
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23
bliss.
secretaassistant
and
ident
pins
silver
pany were honored for con- with 20 years.
you've guess- mer session took place last
15 years; Dr. and as I'm sure
tinuous service totaling 275 with rubies for IS, emerald- ry. 15 years: Mrs. Ernest- L. O'Connor.
ed, barbecue was the main Thursday morning in the Labe
B.
and
years.
33
Walker,
30
years:
Johnson.
F.
siline
and
10.
for
pins
years at the firm's semi- studded
hot dogs were College chapel. Receiving the
15. G. Olive. Missing from pho- dish. Pickled
honor for making the highest
too.
annual lunchSon last Fri- ver pins for five. Awards and Mrs. Frances Hassel,
enjoyed
well
very
L.
were Mrs. Bessie
day. The pins were present- were presented to from Standing. same order. D. H. to
way to spend the financial report was Miss
Another
Ida
Mrs.
and
Ross, five years, Jeroy Car- Gates, 5 years:
Church and it Claudette Morrow of Fayette
ed by B. G. Olive. jr., first left. seated, Mrs. Bernice
10 years. on vaca- fourth is at
vice president and secreta- Bridgeforth, 5 years; Wil- roll. Mrs. LeEleanor Ben- Dabney,
proved to be a spiritually en- county. She was crowned by
tion.
B.
ry, who spoke briefly. Dr. lard Bell and Mrs. Louise son and Mrs. Thelma
lightened one for many. It was last summer's queen, Mitt.
A. Mace° Walker, the presion this day that the North Lucy Lee of Humboldt, Term.
Jackson District Conference of Other contestants were Miss
the Jackson-Memphis Annual Lillie Sue Miller of LauderConference began its three day dale county, Miss Mary Byum,
meeting at Mt. Pleasant CME out of state student, and Miss
Church in Madison County. Christine Peterson of Haywood
The pastor of the ultra-modern County.
author's
An established "block-bust- of the operation is the
A sum of $521 was raised.
church is Rev. Charley Win100
than
more
that
estimate
er" who doesn't make $100,000
Rev. M. H. Burnett The project, under the direcwhile
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World
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engaged
close
are
well-known
Vernon Weaver,
a year is "loafing," a Chicago
tion of Mrs. E. M. Perry, is to
is Presiding Elder.
in Alaska as a licensed brick looked toward Alaska and Anspecialist in moving Negro Chicago alone.
Also gracing the meeting renovate seats in the college
-busters"
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that
of
land
opporthe
says
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chorage
He
in
died
blocks
carpenter,
mason and
families into all-white
Wash- Elmdorf Air Force Base hos- tunity for employment. He was the Rev. B. Julian Smith, chapel.
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Louis He was the brother of Mrs. Mrs. Reather Weaver, his in the district are: Mrs. Gladys brary which feels wonderful
Entitled "Confessions of a Cleveland, Detroit, St.
in some Letitia Poston, teacher at Ford wife, and six of their children Norris, annual conference mis- during this, extremely hot
and
cities
other
and
with
signed
and
ter"
Block-Bus
sionary president; Mrs. Mary weather.
Road school, and prominent living in Seattle and Los Anthe pseudonym Norris Vitchek, of their suburbs.
Other special numbers on
locating civic and fraternal leader in geles, are expected to arrive Barnett, district missionary
it also discloses the methods "I specialize in
president; Mrs. Nelda F. Wil- the program were solos renripe
at Wynne for funeral services liams, district missionary vice dered by Miss Mary Rose Rogcommunity.
employed by some of these blocks which I consider
the
for racial change," the author
Mrs. Poston said arrange- by the weekend.
speculators to victimize both
president: Miss Ann Hutcher- ers and Henry Lockart. Lockstates. "Then I 'bust' them ments had been completed for
He was related to Prof. son, secretary of Mattie E. art also played the recessional
buyers and sellers.
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from
properties
buying
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burial of her brother at Alonzo Weaver, principal of
Mrs. Marie march to the tune of "Mist
An indication of the scope white owners and selling them Wynne, Ark., his native home, Mitchell Road school, who as- Coleman Circle;
secretary of Chil- America." Mrs. Johnson 'preto Negroes— with the intent and where his mother, Mrs. sisted Mrs. Poston and other Williams,
dren's Work: Leroy Cunning- sented gifts to the queen and
of breaking down the rest of
Creacy Weaver, still lives. The members of the family in com- ham, annual conference lay her court. She is preslident et
the block for colored occubody was being shipped by pleting arrangements for fu- leader; Mrs. Garland Johnson, the summer school students.'
pancy."
plane from Anchorage to neral rites in Wynne.
district lay leader; Mrs. Addie Miss Annette Hughes played
Vitchek explains that t h e
Mr. Weaver was the father B. Roe, district director of the prelude.
Memphis, Fitzhugh Funeral
handsome profits are accomMrs. Rexie Hamlett Parker,
home of Wynne is in charge. of Willie Weaver, of Lake- christian education; Miss lone
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in charge of military burial a going-away party on the eveMRS. PAULINE HAWKINS paid principal a n d interest
summer
this
Del.,
Wilmington,
Watfirst queen. Miss Selena
service, will be a participant ning of the fourth, of July with
alumthe
$36,000."
totaling
of
representatives
as
crowned
Misses Jackie Rhea, Camille
Ion, an instructor,
at funeral rites.
A default is no less to the
nae. They are Mrs. Marie
Long, Essie, Earline and Stel- It looks like a lot of men
-Mrs. Hawkins.
and
title
president,
to
retains
He
speculator.
the
Campbell,
Moore
Shaw as hostesses. Those are about to lose their shirts!
Mrs.
la
: First alternate to
the property, until the conhonored were Misses Paula
For "Shirtniks" (girls who
The American Cancer Sowas Mrs. Julia Newborne with Mrs. Julia Newborne.
tract is completed.
Collins, Clotilda Smith and like to wear men's shirts) have
ciety has announced t h e
Mrs. Ida Jeans second alter- At the conclusion of the
"I keep all the payments awarding of 140 grants totalThe
Scott
Herron.
Gilbert
were
found something new to do
nate.
program, refreshments
made until that time, evict
Other contestants were Mes- served by Mrs. Mildred Riley,
ing $4,499,007 to scientists and
Pritchard, congres- party, with approximately 50 with them. They cut off t h e
the owners and either rent the research institutions through- Dr. Ross
on
was
held
guests
attending
District
and cuffs, tun up the
collars
from
dames Dorothy Midillebrooks,
sional candidate
the Pet Milk combuilding or resell it on t h e out the country, July 1.
Novis Grandberry, Lester Ran- hostess for
9, called for "the participation the lawn of Mr. and Mrs. Earl tails and wear them backwards
He
says
Vitchek.
same
terms,"
The total amount of Society of young people in political Shaw on Stonewall st.
like an old-fashioned cobbler's
panydle and Bernice Morrow.
reports, however, that t h e grants currently in operatipn
Mrs. Gale Funches was in
campaigns." He said "unless Spending the fourth holiday apron, says Alma John, home
HISTORY OF PROGRESS
number of Negro buyers who is $16,746,906.
young people come forward, at home with her parents was arts specialist for Tintex.
The history and accomplish- charge of the program.
default is small.
"Five of the total grants
strengthen our pro- Miss Barbara Garett of Tus- All you need are several
Vitchek calls his ebusiness "a made," P. D. Boardman, presi- we cannot
gram." He was addressing a cumbia, Ala. She is attending packages of home fabric dyes,
beservice
doesn't
industry,"
Cancer
"the
dent of the American
Walker Avenue school, Eddings School of Beauty Cul- Here's how to do it:
lieve he is being hypocritical Society, Tennessee Division, rally at
sponsored by t h e Walker ture. Her sister, Miss Jean 1. Cut off collar and sleeve,.
world
about things, and asks: "Can Inc. said, "were awarded to
Garett, is secretary to the Li- 2. Dye shirt d vivid color.
Civic dub.
agrees
you honestly say the same?" institutions and individuals Homes
The one so attractively disSpeaking at the rally earlier brarian at Lane college.
on
within Tennessee for a total was Lewis Talisferro, oppo- In addition to names men- played by our model is dipped
last
week
the
attending
tioned
$75,000."
of
'Gilbey's,
in Tintex Royal Blue.
nent of Dr. Pritchard. .. TaliOf the 140 grants by the So- demo said it is obvious that N. E. A. we also have from 3. Bind neck, armholes and
please'!"
ciety, 111 were awards for con- he had voter acceptability. He
around bottom of shirt with
•I
tinued support of research alto the number of civic Democratic Committee; Rus- yellow tape.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — An ready underway, and 29 wetre pointedand
enis
sell
who
IRMA MOORE
seeking
Sugbamon,
MRS.
groups
other
4. Fold up tails to make tiocclubs
alitaihr
Highlander
international
for new research projects.
'
his candidacy. He said a seat on the State Democratic; kets and tack in position.
Wog
sponsoring committee is being Grants for new projects called dorsing running on his record George Holloway, a candidate
V.!!!!•
he was
5. Cut flower petals out' on
formed, Dr. B. R. Brazeal for an expenditure of $730,946.
for the Shelby County Demoas a state senator.
clean white sheeting ragsobt:
CAN YOU USE
chairman of the Highlander
The following scientists and
Among other candidates cratic Committee; and Rev. A.
dye an appropriate
center board of directors, an- institutions in Tennessee rewas
J.
speaking
who
Campbell
Briggs,
James
speaking was
These were dipped in rolesi
nounced today.
MORE
ceived grants, according to
Sheriff
of
candidacy
Republican congressional can- for the
He said "The Highlander Boardman:
re- Green. Select only dyes that
idea, like a Phoenix rising
Faculty-level didate; Alexander Gladney, M. A. Hinds, who is seeking
lifetime
contain new T-7 catalyst W
A
has been born Grant to Dr. Sidney Colowick president of the Shelby County election.
from the
pre-straintna
unPresiding at the meeting pre-mixing anil
again in the Highlander Cen- of Vanderbilt university; Dr. Democratic Club, who is
smoimiprioon
will not be necessary.
ter," as fina I preparations Ronald Fraser of the Univer- opposed for Shemy County was Mrs. Lewis.
ITIMICKSVILOING
were being completed for the sity of Tennessee, Knoxville,
1 0110 tau you
"WMIR1 ,
July 7 auction of the High- for study in the field of im01T Por*****PHIAL
A.
Spirlts.W.&
Neutral
Grain
SERVICI"
Silbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100%
lander Folk school land and munology; Dr. Jane Park at
Silky, Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.
buildings at Monteagle by the Vanderbilt university for inState of Tennessee.
vestigating the metabolism of
"The significance of High- the cancer cell; an institutionlander," continued Dr. Brazeal, al research grant to Vander"lies in the thousands of awa- bilt university for the stimulakened southerners Negro and tion of new ideas in cancer rewhite, who have returned search; an American Cancer
home to become courageous Society Scholar grant to Dr.
and effective leaders of the Thomas Shockley of Meharry
student movements, labor and Medical college, enabling him
religious organizations; a n d to gain additional advanced
quietly to teach their neigh- training in biochemistry and
bors how they had learned at genetics.
Highlander to translate de- "In addition," Boardman
mocracy and brotherhood into said, "a Posdoctoral Fellowship
has been made available to
everyday life."
Highlander Sponsors include Robert H. Baum for the supDr. Stringfellow Barr, Dr. port of a program of study
John C. Bennett, Gordon R. and training at the Oak Ridge
Clapp, Dan W. Dodson, Lloyd National Laboratory."
K. Garrison, Dr. J. R. Kidd,
Dr. Max Lerner, Kirtley F. Pickett, A. Phillip Randolph,
called it "the finest in the world."
Mr. William F.. Jones
Mather, Dr. Gardner Murphy, Dr. Harold Taylor, and Rabbi!
269 Alston Avenue
Dr. Fred Patterson, Clarence Jacob J. Weinstein.
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Dunn Elected
Youth Director
At BTU Confab

TRI STATE

THE THING

Willie
Dunn, 17-yeal sae
member of East 'Trigg ave.
Baptist church, was elected
vice president and Youth director at the recent National
Sunday School and Baptist
Training Union Congress in
Denver recently,
Other young people elected
to positions in the Youth Division were Charles Henderson, president; James Sally,
program director and vice
president, both of Denver;
and
Patricia
Haley, New

„ "For hei looked for • city
The Isteet victims Of slavery
whose Mem and builder cried out " . . and before I be
.,was God." — Hebrews 11:10. a slave I'll be buried in
my
INDEPENDENCE
grave and go home to my Lord
...A few days ago we celebrated and be free!" Only the sick call
the Fourth of July. We say be enslaved. The man who alitiplabrated" because that is lows himself to be enslaved by
that most do instead of "ob- appetite or habit is a sick man.
serve."
He should have control over
stRut as one thinks in terms things and not be controlled by
of this observation he simul- them.
York, secretary.
taneously thinks of freedom BORN REBELS
During Youth Day, young
end independence. In short that A little baby will rebel
Dunn made presentations to
what we observe. History against restraints. Tender years
adult and 'youth officials.
;avails that man is just an or months tell hen that he
Among those who received
Sr., on July 3. Helping her
ifglepenclence - seeking organ- ought to be free. The older he JOEI'S PARTY — Little
la Jones. Standing in front,
awards
Joel Campbell celebrated celebrate were on back
were Dr. 0. Clay IN YOUTH PARADE—Wavsame order, are an unidenism. There has never been an gets the more intense becomes
Maxwell, president; Dr. C. ing from auto during anher birthday at the home
row,
from
left.
Jewell
Adtified guest, Michelle Camparea or era in history when this ides of freedom.
of her grandparents. Mr. ams, Denise Johnson,
Stanickels, youth supervisor; nual Youth Day Parade in
CHOIR ROSES
Mi•
bell and Larry Blackmon.
be has not been deeply en- Oftimes in the pursuit of
Denver is Willie Dunn of
Mrs. Pauline Campbell, youth
High FOSilion SiyIi,, Supoti)
chael Jones, Joel, and Mar- (McChrist
,Y
gaged in a pursuit of indepen- freedom or independence man and Mn. Oliver Johnson,
on Photo)
T adored • At An Economy Pro o,
director: Mrs. Grace Taylor, Memphis, seen riding with
dence.
reaches the point of explosion
other youth officers in a pachoir director.
HARRY
L. SHAPIRO, Inc.
Soon after he came on the — he can no longer be enslaved
UNIFORM cos:rase,
Others were Mrs. Ivory rade of 500. Dunn was electscene the serpent came to him and that which can otherwise
311 South Moin St - JA 6-?',ii
Vincent, Mrs. Joyce Watkins, ed Youth Director at the
a- knowing his nature — and find no means of expression
Coll le,. AA,. LOUP Pen,.
meeting of the National
Mrs, Thelma Phillips, Mrs.
(Member of Mt. Zion Baptist
tbld him if he ate of that for- comes out in the vilest terms.
Margaret Moore, Mrs. Lula Sunday School and Baptist
Church lot Information)
bidden fruit he could free him- But man just wants to be free.
Mae Sills and Mrs. Carrie Training Union Congress.
'elf of ignorance and that was There are points at which
Nealey.
the note that sent Adam, the man can be stopped but those
Dunn and Charles HenderORLL) FAMFI)
first man, down to defeat. But who really want independence
YOU NEED HELP NOW
son visited Mrs. Lucy Camp- NOT NEXT YEAR
Adam was acting on an impulse will not be stopped.
bell Williams at the Beth
Little Miss Joei Charlayne
that is in every normal human
A man wants to free himself
Israel hospital in Denver beSPIRITUAL ADVISOR
beast -- - we all want to be free. from ignorance finds no sacri- Campbell, daughter of Mr. and
fore leaving the city and preREV. C. W. F. JEFFERSON
Our every effort is toward es- fice too great. A man wants Mrs. Charles Campbell, cele- Rev, C. D. Coleman, general cation, National
sented
her
with
Council
flowers.
of
caping from the bounds that to free himself from economic brated her third birthday at secretary of the Board of
Depressed Worried • Broken Hearted, Leash:,
The
young
Memphian's
(hurches. New York, N. Y.;
tend to enslave us.
bondage and he works day and the home of her grandparents, Christian Education in the
Unhappy, Unnatural Feelings, liked Lova
name was among those rec•
ISRAEL'S BONDAGE
night until his goal is reached. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Johnson of Methodist Episcopal church, National Council Boy Scouts of ommended to the
Money Prehlems
executive
- The children of Israel stood A man wants to free himself of 1210 Wilson at., on July 3.
boarded a jet at Municipal air- America; and Committee on board as a possible
delegate
• GOD CAN DO ANYTHING
Egyptian bondage as long as the various stigmas of life and Joel was dressed for the port Saturday, July 7, bound Audio-Visual and Broadcast to the
BUT FAIL•
Baptist Youth World
MysTic 4
SE
3
they could but a time came he forgets himself and the party in a pink and white ging- for Belfast, Ireland, to attend Education, National Council of Alliance to be
held
in
Europe
E.
144,1,
•
Churches, New York City.
Coll WA 4-0522 • Ch•co50
when slavery was no longer physical price attached there- ham playsuit, which matched the World Institute
r 53,
in 1963.
on Chrispopular or possible. They began to and works until such free- a beautiful array of pink and tian Education and the Assemtb pray. God reached down and dom is gained.
white balloons.
bly of the World Council of
prepared one of the greatest The old Psalmist said, "I will
Guests appeared to enjoy the Christian Education and Sundiplomats the world has ever not be content until my soul noisemakers and especially the day School association
.
lino:nen. Time and time again rest in Thee." When it comes "Twist" contest won by little The
Institute is scheduled to
he tried to soften Pharoah's to freedom and independence Miss Gwendolyn Callian.
be. held Monday, July 9, thru
heart in interest of the salve- man thinks only in terms of the
Miss Simone McAnulty was 20. Expected are 300 representa
•tion and freedom of these peo- ultimate. There is no middle in charge of games.
tives from 70 countries. Fortyple of God but Phesoah's heart ground. He wants to be free or Joel's mother was very chic five
delegates are expected
steeled harden. Eventually God else! This is the point in man's in a sports attire imported from
from USA.
Himself stepped in and inde- behavior at which there is no Germany.
Theme of the institute is
pendence resulted.
stopping.
While the children were en"The Educational Mission of
joying party games. parents
the Church In Today's World."
were being entertained at a
Plans for an integrated prodinner prepared by Mr. and gram
of Christian Education
Mrs. Johnson.
are expected to be suggested
Joei's guests for the evening for local
churches.
were her sister, Michelle "Mickey" Campbell. Denise John- This is Rev. Coleman's secson, a cousin who returned here ond world meeting. His first
after living four years in Ger- was as a delegate to the World
sfsPRINGFIELD, Ill. — Ap- birth injury is carefully check- many. Lawrence "Larry" Black- Convention of Christian Edueroximately 98 per cent of the ed. Statistics compiled from mer, Gwendolyn Callian. Jew- cators in Tokyo. Japan in 1958.
During his current trip he
babies born in Illinois during the reports are used to help ell Adams, Marla and Michelle
Mal, were born in hospitals, form an accurate picture of Jones. Terry Dandridge, Her- and 13 other delegates will
according to statistics released the trend of maternal and in- bert, Carlton and Sandra Knee- represent 40 denominations afby Dr. Franklin D. Yoder, di- fant health in the state.
land and Mr. and Mrs, Edward filiated with the National
rector of the - Illinois Depart- • For instance, the maternity Johnson, home from Germany. Council of Churches, which has
ment of Public Health.
a 40 million membership.
hospitals survey reveals that
Hospitals are required to in 1943, out of each 100,000
Rev. Coleman's European
submit reports of all mater- live births, 214 mothers and
itinerary includes: taking coursnity activities to the depart- 2,195 babies died. During 1961,
es in London, the use of telement. Any unusual circum- the rate of death per 100,000
vision and radio, directed at
stance, death, infection or live births was 33 mothers and
communicating Christian messages; preaching and speaking
1.706 babies, and of the infant
Annual
Women's
will
Day
in Northern Ireland.
deaths; 77 per cent were caushe observed at St. Luke Baped by premature birth.
Ftev. Coleman who was retist church. 1280 N. Stonewall
cently re-elected to his present
It is estimated that of all st.. -en
Sunday. July 15. and
Funeral serv,ces for Elmo live births, seven per cent of guest speaker at the a`ternoon position will move his office
She*. -Jr.,-751 N. Claybrook, a the babies are born too soon. meeting Will be Mrs. Tomella to Memphis in September from
Chicago where he worked five
postal worker in the Special Last year, more than 1,600 Brataher.
years. He has established resiDelivery section of DeSoto babies were cared for in the
The pastor. Rev. T. R. Buckdence
in Memphis at 4921 Horn
Station, wers held at the Mt. six premature centers spon- ner, will base his morning serMoriah Baptist church on sored by the Department of mon on a story from the book Lake rd.
Public
Health.
Affiliated with many organiTuesday night with the pastor.
of Ruth, and the public is inzations, he is a member of the
Reit. Robert W. Norsworthy, The reduced number of ma- vited to be present.
ternal and infant deaths is the
delivering the eulogy.
Mrs. Rendie Johnson is gen- Board of Trustees of The InMr. Shaw was discovered result of improved general eral chairman of the observ- terdenominational Theologicunconscious by a daughter at health of adults, better pre- ance. and Mrs. L. M. Bland al Center, Atlanta, Gas Mississippi Industrial college, Holly
the home last Thursday af- natal care, better education publicity chairman.
Springs. Miss.: Paine college,
ternoon when she trisd to of prospective parents, physiAugusta, Ga.; Lane college,
awaken him. When a neighbor cians and nurses, advances in
Jackson, Tenn.; general comattempted to arouse. him un- medicine and applied research,
mission on Chaplains and
successfully, his wife, Mrs. and improved hospital facili
Armed Forces Personnel.
Earline Shaw. a nurse on duty ties, Dr. Yoder said.
Washington, D. C.; general
at John Gaston hospital was The Public Health DepartFriendship Baptist Church, Commission on Christian
Edument has been responsible for
summoned.
1355 Vollitine ave., has planMr. Shaw was carried to inspecting and licensing ma- ned
to
celebrate
annual
John Gaston hospital where ternity hospitals since 1940 "Friends'
" Day, Sunday, July
he was pronounced dead on when uniform maternity hos- 15,
announced
the
pastor
of the
pital standards of operation
arrival.
were set up. There are 237 church, Rev. W. A. Suggs.
'CHEST PAIN' Guest- speaker at 11 a. m.
Mrs. Shaw said her husband hospitals in the state providservices will be, Rev. Fred
had remained home from work ing maternity services and reSUNNYVALE. Calif. — A
Lofton of Owen college.
and complained of a pain in porting to the department.
former Mempian, R. N. JohnThe
Senior,
Imperial.
and
his, chest. The doctor had been Hospital administrators,
son. of Berkeley, Calif., is now
called, she said. hut he arrived physicians and others vitally Youth Choirs will provide the employed as a general strucmusical
setting.
after her husband had died. concerned with maternal and
Evening services at 7: p.m. ture assembler at the LockAn autopsy has her n performed newborn services obtain much
heed Missiles Es Space Comon the body, she said, but no helpful information from the feature Rev. B.L. Hooks, pas- pany. He is a native of Memreport issued.
perspective of this compre- tor of Greater Middle Baptist phis.
Mr. Shaw was a graduate of hensive maternity report com- church. Accentuating his mesManassas High school. He en- piled annually by the depart- sage will be the Greater Middle Baptist choir.
tered the Army and served on ment.
The public is invited to atOkinawa during World War II.
tend.
After being dischaeged, he
studied at Griggs Business college: He had been in postal
service for lliss years and belonged to Masonic Lodge 204.
Aside from his wife, he is
survived by their four chil- Thomas E. Bowen, 18, of
Members of Eastern Star
dren, Vincent, 13: Sandra 11: Memphis, has been promoted
Baptist church, 1334 Exchange
Ronald, 10, and Kevin ,three;
to airman second class in the at., are holding a five-day celehis father, Elmo Shaw. Sr.,
Oakl, ad, Califs:— and t w o United States Air Force at bration for the pastor and his
wife, Rev. and Mrs. W. M.
brothers, Otis Shaw of Oak- Forbes AFB Xmas.
land. Calif., and John Henry
Airman Bowen is assigned Fields, from July 10 to 15.
The • celebratio
Shaw. Syracuse, N. Y.
to the 40th Field Maintenance 41st anniversar n marks the
y of Rev. Fields
Interment was on Wednes- Squadron
as an aircraft me- as pastor
of the church.
day morning in the McCully shanic.
Automobile, Fuinitute
Programs will start at 8 p. m.
cemetery at Oakland. Tenn.
A
5'9n:slurs
graduate
Hamilton
of
each
night.
The
public
inis
Southern Funeral Home was
High School, he entered the vited to attend, said Totnmie There is a risuson wi.y people
in charge of arrangements.
hire
to
do
business with Us.
Air Force in June 1961. He is
chairman of the prothe son of Mrsi Bertha L. Bow- gram. Co-cheirman is Mrs. You, toe, will like out sourteous treutment and desit• to
en of 2419 Corry.
Wadi. Young.
help ,,ou.
'Open 1 huisday and Pride,
lead,
elk.
Dosommess
Nights Until 8.U0 P. M.
MoIlwe of eh.*
Itt a
Satuolays 9.00 to 1:00
Missionary.

Joel Feted On
July 3, Her
Third Birthday

Rev. 0. 0. Coleman

4.

Mennhis Minister Attends Meet
Of World Christian Council
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The Tri-State Defender
Recommends And Supports
Clement For Governor

DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory

On August 2, voters will gu BEST QUALIFIED
to the polls to elect a governor The Tri State Defender
By JAMES C. GREGORY son, Mettle Weddle, Rhonda
of Tennessee for a four-year lieves that the best qualifi
Jackson, Patricia Henning,
4-HERS OFF TO STATE
term. The decision of the vot- candidate to make "a
Hardernan County — Thelma
SHORT COURSE
ers will determine whether Tennessee, a greater TennesMore than 100 West Tennes- Bowden, Joe Woods, Robert
the state will maintain a pace see," is Frank G. Clement.
Club
Griggs,
Arnetta
members
for
Ferguson,
left
see 4-H
of progress or whether it will Therefore, the Tri State Dethe State 4-H Short Course Hansel Boyd; Tipton County
become stalemated and let the fender endorses his candidacy
Monday morning to spend the — Josie Hill, Clarice Bonds,
spirit of the new frontier pass and recommends him as 00
week et A&T State university, Mae Katherine Goodman, Lau•
best qualified candidate in the
by unheeded.
rie Cochran.
in Nashville.
This newspayer has judici- race.
were
Accompaning them
ously studied the records of Clement has demonstrated
leaders and County Extension
OFF TO LOS ANGELES is les. Well known in his com- the three gubernatorial candi- beyond doubt that he has the
Agents from seven counties in
W. S. Larkin, owner of the munity as a good business• dates. It has heard their plat- knowledge, vision and experiDistrict 1. They will return
Larkin Grocery in Bing- man, avid civic worker and forms. It his scrutinized their ence to advance Tennessee to
Friday.
hampton. He will visit his a good fisherman — who planks. And it has weighed new heights.
The objectives of the Short
son-in-law and daughter. Mr. has won several fishing their merits.
The people of Tennessee —
Course as stated by Miss Besand Mrs. Henry Miller. She Derby, in Hot Springs. Ark..
we believe — are interestad.
sie Walton and Mr. W. H. Wilis the former Miss Lena to prove it — did not make
in fair and efficiently adminisliamson are: to give senior
Ruth Larkin of Memphis plans for any fishing while
tered government. The people
club members an opportunity Ross Pritchard, former chain- and a teacher in Loa Lags- vacationing.
of Tennessee want a standard.
to learn about their State In- pionship sprinter in the Southbearer who can face the chalstitute; to acquaint senior western conference and now
lenge of these days of greet
members with the various ca- a hard-running candidate for
psychological, tech nological
reers that they may choose U.S. Congress, has hit a 19and scientific advancement
from as a result of the Career hour-per-day campaign pace
Obsession of France, an in- Frank Clement has demonDay Peogram; to recognize the nalculated to outdistance his
ternationally famous bra, gird- strated beyond doubt — duraccomplishments of the senior opposition.
le and bathing suit manufac- ing two previous terms as gov4-H Club Member in their The typical campaign day beturer, will distribute these ernor — that he is qualified
lasts
and
m.
una.
4:45
at
gins
projects and leadership work
in the United States to withstand the rigor of ofgarments
durhours
19%
—
midnight
til
leaddevelop
and to further
in early fall, it was announced fire.
ership through group and in- ing which Pritchard meets with
this week by the firm's man- The Tri State Defender IS
dividual participation of club factory workers, Memphis
housewives, his campaign com- By JESSE L. WILLIAMS that which you already have aging director, Gilbert Bour- not unmindful of the fact That
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A SUMMER CONTEST! NEWSBOYS!
Win Cash Prizes By Selling More Papers During Summer
Months! New Winners Will Be Announced At The End Of
July and August
$15.00 2nd Prize — $10.00 3rd Prize — $5.00
1st Prize
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED PROMPTLY
Winners will be selected from top three boys selling
greatest' number of papers above weekly quota at the end
of July and August.
A picture of first prize winners and members of their
families will appear in the TRI-STATE DEFENDER following the presentation.

Pictures of second and third prize winner:, will also
published.
Earn extra money during summer vacation !:nter the
newsboy contest this week.
Contest is open to current and future newslnys.
•
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FORE Ill
The coming United Golf As,
"Fore" is the traditional sociation tournament, slated
Genera' Manager
term golfers use to warn other for Aug. 24-28, in Memphis,
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
players that a ball is about to was mentioned by Mr. Wright,
Editor
THADDEUS T. STOKES
be struck off.
and evaluated not only as one
It's appropriate for what is of the largest sporting events
Subscription raw On* year, $6; six months, $3.50, (2-viee special Subscription rate $101
sponsored by Negroes in the
about to be said here.
The TrI-State Defender Does Not Talks Responsibility tor ensoheited Manuscripts or notes.
Robert Wright and Associ- world, but also as a source of
attes, Memphis's oldest, larg- inspiration and motivation for
Published Every Thursday by the Hen Tri-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid
est and best-known group of Negro youth here and elseit Memphis, Tennessee. Under Act of Marc h 2, 1679.
Negro golfing enthusiasts, have where.
served notice that they are ac- He also cited the Robert
tivating a plan to make more Wright Associates tournament,
enthusiasts have served notice which will follow on the heels
AREA
TRI-STATE
THE
NEGROES
IN
1,000,000
SERVING
that they are activating a plan of the USA tourney, as being
to make more Mid-South Ne- educational, as well as recreagroes golf conscious.
tional, and designed to enMr. Wright, leader of the courage and promote Negro
group, has launched a weekly golfers.
golf clinic for youngsters and He voiced interest in the
beginning golfers at Fuller reasons many local Negroes
Golf Course. He conducts the have failed to avail themselves
clinic himself, with the help of the fine facilities offered at
social stigma attached to fe- of several other veteran men the Fuller Golf Course, with
NEW YORK — One reason hotel here,
and women golfers. He began its well-appointed clubhouse
many women alcoholics don't Evplains Dr. Block, "I am male alcoholism, Dr. Block be- with
three teen-age girls. The and other features. Many of
get the medical and psychi- always surprised by the num- heves that sometimes even clinic
was originally slated to the growing number of Negroes
atric care that they need is that ber of cases in which it is true doctors hesitate to prescribe run for two days.
But the en- who play golf in Memphis are
their husbands won't let them. that a husband prefers to have treatment for female patients thusiasm of the idea,
has caus- going to the one or two hitherThis is the opinion of Dr. his wife continue with her ill- whose drinking has become a ed Mr. Wright to
decide to to white courses now open to
Marvin A. Block, chairman of ness rather than to seek help, Problem.
conduct a once a week clinic them.
the American Medical Associa- when such help entails the risk "If the stigma were remov- at Fuller for the remainder of
Mr. Wright didn't attempt
tion Committee on Alcoholism of bringing the facts to the at- ed," he says, "these physicians the summer,
to answer his own question.
exrpessed during a Symposium tention of his friends, his em- would have no hesitancy what- There are no fees attached. But the answer might not be
ever about telling these peoon Women and Alcohol held ployer, or his associates.
Balls and clubs are provided hard to find. In the first place,
recently at the Waldorf Astoria "Many a husband will even pie to seek help."
free. Instruction is free. The many Negroes think they have
go so far as to forbid his wife Reporting on a survey of 1,clinic session starts at 1 p.m. moved up on the social hog
to seek medical help if she is 300 physicians in an upstate
fand last until 3 p.m. Anyone when theyey frequent recreationthereby compelled to admit N c w York county, he says,
rom 8 to 80 may
men al facilities used by whites. In
that her problem for the most "We found that these physi- women, boys andattend
girls. All the case of the Fuller Golf
cians had observed four times
part is drinking."
they have to do is register with course, they have forgotten
•
as many alcoholics as h a d
HE PROBLEMS
Mr. Wright at the Fuller Club that white golfers play out
,
An indication of husband's come for help with alcohol- house,
there also.
success in hiding their wives' 15M'
Curiosity led to asking Mr. As a matte of fact, the Ful•
problem drinking is the almost FEMALE SPECIALISTS
Wright the following question: ler course is regarded by excomplete lack of data to indi- "Among the physicians sur- "It's pretty well-known that perienced golfers as one of the
cate how many female alcohol- veYed," Dr. Block continues, you are almost fanatical in most "sportingly challenging" (Editor's Note — It has been first premier's irresponsibility. Too much money chasing
Reaction of prominent ics there are and what kind "were obstetricians and gyne- your love for golf . . . but courses in the South ... mean. two years since the former He had been a tough min- too few goods has brought on ak
churchmen to the U. S. Su- of treatment they are receiv- cologists, men who see only why're you so anxious to get ing that it is a top c o u r s e, Belgian Congo gained its In. ister of interior in the pro- inflation. This could bring civ- IiiP
preme court decision banning ing.
women and pediatricians who the town worked up over itr
worthy of the beet golf of the dependence. In that time, the visional government headed il strife. Recently Adoula jail.
the daily recitation of official Commenting on a report in only see the mothers, rarely The question didn't stymie best golfers. . . meaning that Central African country has by Joseph Ileo. Most observers ed trade union leader Andre
state prayers in public schools an article "Women Who Drink the fathers.
"Rob" (as Mr. Wright is popu- when one can successfully ne- undergone terrible internal gave his government about Boboliko on grounds he was
ranged from outrage to ap- Too Much" which suggests These doctors all observed lar known). It served as the gotiate the Fuller course, he strife which at times resulted one month to live. He had to fomenting "political" strife by
proval.
that the widely published "five these alcoholics, but for fear signal for launching of one of can virtually run over the oth- in wholesale bloodletting. UPI include weak men in the cab- calling for strikes against the
Others regarded as inevit- men alcoholics to one woman" of antagonizing the individuals, the most unusual lectures re- er local lay-outs. Maybe many correspondent William Ander- met to appease tribal and po- inflation. Only a tough governable the 6-1 ruling, which ratio is far too low, Dr. Block the physicians did not advise cently let loose in these parts. of the darker brethren don't son reports thin on this mini- litical groups.
ment policy against the unions
The veteran Memphis golf- know that, or haven't thought
y of independence the
found the recitations a viola- says, "I am convinced that ad- them to seek help for their
Adoula decided the United has so far prevented strikes.
it
for
diction
to
ignored
alcohol
is
fully
as
problem.
They
ing pioneer among local Ne- of it.
Congo still has vast problems Nations — until then operat- But the situation is not
tion of the Constitution's first
amendment guaranteeing re- common among women as fear of hurting the people by groes first pointed out that Then, of course, there's the to overcome but the resource- ing ineffectually in a vacuum hopeless.
men."
telling
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have
a
golf is internationally accept- ever-present fact that many rich nation no longer is "a —could help him.
ligious freedom. Some favored
Apart from a few small
Because there is so much problem with drinking."
ed as a healthful, relaxing, Negroes want to go to white hopeless nuns.")
it.
The U. N. twice has gone units in Kivu rapidly being
pleasant,
respectable, and sta- golf course . . . or to courses
Dr. Harold R. Albert, presiinto armed conflict with the mopped up by the U. N., the
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once a bustling African metroare
books
new
modations
for
875.600
tocontributed
already
polis, was haunted by 100,000
rary facilities for 750,000 lb.unemployed threatening to DURHAM, N. C. — The Bur- one of a series of such appointden residents and serve as a wards the capital cost of the urgintly required.
Western
The
regional
Library.
Central
the
addition
to
In
explode into a mob of food- roughs Corporatiqn of America ments for NCC graduates this
headquarters from which other
is
conNigerian
Government
governthe
lbadan,
library
at
seeking looters.
libraries in the region will be
has employed a 1062 NCC grad- year to "non-traditional" posts.
Adoula was named premier uate, Coy Smart pf Durham, Although the
administratively controlled and sidering merging a proposed ment has established a series
majority of
4
.
hich
library.
w
Secretariat
sup.
which
mobile
libraries
1961,
of
in
mainly
beAugust,
was
as its first Negroi accountant. NCC products continue to
supplied with books, it
go
$112,000,
with
the
would
cost
villand
schools
commanded
books
to
no
large
reuse
he
ply
Nigehono•
graduate
in
announced by the West
Smith, an
into
teaching
fields, increasing
.
Central Library.
age communities. Local and
political group. He had start- commerce, who I as a beginsrian Information Office.
ed out as an ardent Lumum- ning salary of $ 800 will work numbers of them are finding
The new library will have Western Nigeria spends near- district councils operate over
positions in goverrunent and
bist but along with many nth- 111 the Detroit lice.
el the departments of a modern ly half of its revenue on edu- 50 local libraries including spe- "DADDY SAYS IT'S OKAY FCR YOU TO'USE IT...
Al LONG AS YOu DOWT TARE 111 CuT ap TelE YARD." en was soon appalled at the The employm of &dials industry.
library including lending, ref- cation, waging • relentless war cial libraries • for children.
0
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Say Women Alcoholics, In Many Cases
Are Forbidden By Mates To Seek Help

Prayer Ban
Gets PraIse
Disapproval

•—

'Iwo Years After Independence if

Congo Is Showing Vast Improvement

Notwithstanding
By
Thaddeus T Stokes
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am down, color doesn't matter. I
single, brown complexion. am 5 feet, 6 inches tall, dark
Would like to correspond with complexion, blue eyes, black
ladies between 39 and 50 years hair, welder. — Leslie A.
old and weighing between 115 Campbell, 83 Dalyell Rd., Lonand 150, brown complexion.— don, S.W 9, England.
•••
Al Matthews, 2100 Benton,
Dear Mme Chante: I am
Apt. 3, Kansas City, Mo.
•••
looking for a lady about 50 or
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 55 years old who is interested
interested in corresponding in marriage. I am 58 and have
with American pen pals. Will means of support — Von Joexchange photos. I understand seph, c/o Earl Williams, 1150
you are a very nice lady who N. Sedgwick, Chicago, Ill.
•••
helps others. So. I am trying
my luck. — Joyce Miller, Lit- Dear Mme Chante: I am a
forald Lane. Kingston 13, Ja- young man of 30 — get around
in a wheel chair. Would like to
maica, B.W.I.
•••
meet a girl who is interested
Dear Mme Chante: Please in marriage. I have a house —
help me find a pen pal. I am let's make it a home. — E. W.
a young man of 20, brown- Wheat, 816 12th St., Des
skin. 150 lbs. Christian. Like Moines, Iowa.
•••
all clean sports. Interested in
corresponding with ladies • be- Dear Mme Chante: I am intween 18 - 20. — L. B. Bogg, terested in obtaining a 'pen
1529 E. 72nd St., Chicago, Ill. pal. I was told that you are
a very helpful lady to lonely
Dear Mme Chante: I am a people. So I would be very
Jamaican now residing in the happy if you would help me `-a`•••‘'
,
"
United Kingdom. Interested in in that respect. — Carl Dixon, —
corresponding with a young
—
•
..yen street, unnsch
American lady between 21 .•
Town,
JainaiP.,0.,
Kingston,
30, fair education, 5 feet, 8
inches tall, willing to settle ca, B. W.I.

• ••
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Publication Helps Find
Colleges For Students

By MARCUS H. BOULWARE

/
9

.A. Traffic Jurist To
Head Peace Corps Unit

WASHINGTON, 11 C. — A
As Peace Corps Representa4I-year-old Los Angeles Traf- tive, Carter will have the fic Hearing Officer has been primary responsibility for all
named Peace Corps Represen- relationships with the host
tative to Africa's Cameroon by country, representing the enSargent Shriver, director of tire range of Peace Corps acthe Peace Corps. Chester C. tivties to the responsible ofCarter, Jr., is currently at the ficials.
Washington Peace Corps head- RESPONSIBILITY
quarters for his orientation
He will be responsible for
prior to joining the project the behavior, well-being, work
at
gruu
performance and conduct of
State university.
Ohio and personnel in the host
The West Coast Traffic jur- all Peace Corps Volunteers
ist will head a secondary edu- country, including
project dication project group of 50 rectors, who will be responsiPeace Corps Volunteers Train- ble to
Carter.
ees on the Buckeye State camCarter has served as Los
pus, where the training proAngeles Civil Defense Coorgram will begin July 5.
dinator; Court Officer; ProbaCarter and the group
tion Court, Los Angeles County; and Hearing Officer, Juvenile Court.
He was also a lecturer in
philosophy at Los Angeles
City college since 1958. He
counselled students on their
educational goals, and was the
liaison person representing the ,
faculty at intercultural activities.
COURT DUTIES
In his Los Angeles Traffic,
Hearing position, he heard and
decided all matters set clown
for trial by the presiding judge
of the Juvenile Court — ages
16 through 18.
Mrs. Claudia B. Carter and
their two children. Chester;
III, 51
/
2 and Marne, 3, will go
with Carter to Cameroon. Mrs.
CHESTER C. CARTER
Carter, a native of Baton
leave for Cameroon about Rouge, La., is a graduate of
mid-September where he will Southern University. She has
be the top official of this and served as a social caseworker.,
other Peace Groups serving in and a probational and correcCameroon.
tional worker.

NEW YORK — A central- far, 397 of them still have
Parents of children who are
ized source of information on openings in their freshman
hard of hearing, and children
This
who wear hearing aids should the college admissions picture class for this September.
become familiar with the book has been established by the proves that there is still room
— "Tim and His Hearing Aid." Student Admissions center of in a number of colleges in the
This book is published by New York City with the pub- country that still need stuDodd, mead end company of lication of its Reports.
dents. Most of these openings
Reports is a running inven- are in the midwestern States.
N19e57. York City, copyrighted
tory on college openings in According to Gary William
1951
This book tells the story of over 700 colleges and junior Johnson, director of research
Tim, his hearing, his advice colleges in the United States, and circulation, Reports hopes
by the ear specialist his be_ Each issue is freshly research- to have over 1,000 colleges
ing fitted with a hearing aid, ed to bring the high school reporting before the fall issue
his problems encountered in guidance counselor the latest comes out. Research will be
learning to wear the hearing information available on started for this project this
aid, and his learning to get where he can still place his Summer.
the most benefits therefrom. students into colleges even at Reports is available on a
subbeription basis to guidance
It tells these hearing handi- this late date.
capped children that they are The next issue, which will counselors and heads of eatsnot alone with a hearing prob. be off the press June 28, blished public and private
lem. The book is very well il-thows that out of the 529 col- schools. It is published six
Timges that have answered so times a year.
lustrated with pictues
Ik•
and his family,'etc.
•
READERS: For my discusANTOINETTE GLENDA Dr. and Mrs. E. D. Sprott, father, Dr. Sprott, jr. Fea- sion pamphlet, send t w o
SPROTT. h i g heat ranking 7r.. of Beaumont, Tex., she tured in the year book as stamps and a self-addressed
was sworn in recently to -Miss Brains."' she was se- long business envelope to Dr.
graduate in May classes at
Tennessee AlkI State univer- work in the division of aero- lected for the position on the Marcus H. Boulivare, Indiana
nautics and Space Council. basis of general demeanor as University, Trees Center P. 0.
sity, Nashville, has joined the
staff of vice-president Lyn- With her on the left is Prin. well as scholastic ability.
Box 245, Bloomington, Ind.
don B. Johnson. Daughter of ideal W. S. D a•ls and her
This is my summer address
up to Aug. 10, 1962.
TALLAHASSEE — Twelve ed recently that 137 of the
Negroes are among 75 Bro- South's 234
predominantly
ward county teachers who white tax-supported colleges
ame New
were enrolled at Florida State now admit Negroes.
university today for a spe- The 12 who are registered
cial eight-week summer insti- at FSU range in age from 23
NEW YORK — Howard M. tute designed to up-grade sci- to 46. All hold college degrees
ence teaching in the county's and teach general science in
But Mr. and Mrs. Nesmith freezer enabled the Neamiths Keefe, jr., has joined the BuWASHINGTON, D. C. — A
junior high schools of the
Advertising of the junior high schools.
former tenant farmer who has determinedly adopted the im- to repay the government in reau of
American Newspaper Publish- They are the first of their Fort Lauderdale area. They
graduated from the credit pro- proved farming methods sug- full in 1952.
era Association, as an account race to be admitted to Florida are rooming together in one
gram of the Farmers Home gested by the U. S. Depart- The Nesmiths now sell 60 to
r it ry, with
of- State university, although Ne- section of a domo
Administration says what the ment of Agriculture. They 80 hogs a year, more than a executive in the Chicago
flee, it is announced by Jack groes have attended the Uni- white students on the same
certified
betbought
bales
about
him
cottonseed,
calves,
around
12
taught
dozen
agency
Uniof
Florida,
the
floor.
Kauffma n, executive vice- versity
on- farming methods has been applied more fertilizer and iri- of cotton, and 5,000 pounds of president.
vereity of South Florida, and 3-YEAR STUDY
as important to his success as secticid, plowed and chop- tobacco. A new tractor has reMiami.
The
the
University
of
Hasto
Dent
He will report
The eight-week summer inthe credit extended to buy a ped the crop frequently to
singer, central sales manager. Southern School
keep it free of grass and Placed three mules.
farm of his own,
stitute initiates a three-year
study that may lead to imThe farmer is Henry H. weeds.
provements in science instrucNesmith of Kingstree, S. C., Within three years, the cotBy CLAIRE COX
opened in Washington, D.C.
tion not only in Broward
who now thinks it was old ton yield was up from 250
county but also in Florida
fashioned farming methods, as pounds of lint per acre to 750
GULF COAST HOTEL
NEW
YORK
—
(UPI)
—
generally and elsewhere, FSU
much as anything else, that pounds. And their tobacco
The Mississippi Gulf Coas
A global hotel building boom
officials said.
held him and his father down crop, which received similar
is under way to meet the boasts a new $6 million resort.,
The teachers will receive
as struggling tenant farmers. attention, brought a yield of
needs of a swelling number Abroad, hotels are being.,
cominstruction in physics, chemisbuilt in many of the major-.
After his father's death in 2,000 pounds per acre,
travelers.
of
pounds
only 1,400
try, biology, mathematics, geEuropean captials.
1948, Nesmith, applied to pared with
hotels,
Across
the
U.
S.,
new
per
ology, astronomy, and meteoFarmers Home for a loan to the first year. Average
The Knott hotels corporamotels and motor hotels are
yield in the county
rology.
tion is putting uj the 24-story,.
buy 125 acres and build a acre cotton
springing
up
along
highways,
toand
is only 350 pounds;
In addition to the eighthouse and a barn.
Westbury in Brussels. Schebacco, 1,600 pounds.
week session, there will be in suburbs and downtown duledo open next arch. It;
BUYS LAND
of
the
areas.
An
adaptation
in-service institutes in BroMORE CROPS
will be the tallest hotel in.
"When we made the family
ward County during the 1962- motel has come to New York Europe, with a restaurant at
crop yields, rethe loan to buy the farm," re- Their higher
City,
with
several
motor
ho63 school year. Special semiof
the top.
calls County Farmers Home ceipts from the marketing
nars will be conducted to ex- tels going up on. the West
savings
Venezuela has built a luxSupervisor Edward D. Player, calves and hogs, and
Side
of
Manhattan.
high
revise
junior
amine and
out of their
om major hotels ury hotel on the seacoast near,
"its acres were about as poor made by eating
A
number
home
curricula.
garden, smokehouse, and
Caracas, which will be run by.
as any in the state."
As part of the present proj- are being built in other cities, the Sheraton chain as the,
Tex.,
ect, studies will be conducted among them, Houston,
Sheraton - Lincoln Sheraton Macuto. Intercontito determine what effect this where the
expen- nental hotels, a subsidiary of
program will have on science recently opened. An
new hostelry, Pan American World Airways,
education in Broward County sive and swanky
Inn, has will manage the Hotel Phoeschools, according to Dean the Georgetown
nicia, which is scheduled to
Mode L. Stone of FSU's
open in December in Bierut,
School of Education.
Lebanon.
bringing new
A feature of the program at
NEW YORK — A $25,000 in urban areas in
A new ski resort has been
families toBroward
County
is
that
FSU
supervisor
of
the
mortage
36
years
before
grant from The Charles E. and older-resident
county
the
H.
opened
MRS.
HENRY
in Chile at La Parva,
establish- MR. AND
will
personnel
Merrill Trust of Ithaca, N.Y., gether. In effect, an newcomer NESMITH of Kingtrae, S. C., Farmes Home Administra• final note was due through supervisory
to provide summer recreation
a
helps
family
has been received by the Na- ed
show one of dozens of frozen tion, which made the family improved farming methods will come to Tallahassee durfor skiers who like to keep
NORMAL., Ill. — A workshop in practice between winter.
and growing their own food ing the final (eighth) week of
tional Urban League toward household and introduces new chickens from their home a loan to buy 125 acres and
support of the organization's arrivals to the community and freezer to Samuel Bacot*, build a home and barn. The at home instead of buying it the summer institute to work designed to give business man- vacations.
directly with the teachers.
agers and persons interested
at the grocery.
ex tre m• right, assistant coupl• paid out their farm
youth and family service pro- its strvices.
in school business a concengrams, Henry Steeger, NUL
—
trated course in a short period
president, announced today.
of time is scheduled at Illinois
The League's youth incentI'M SORRY
S.. 9118Rt.& No/
State Normal university July
ive program is to supplement
sktasitio.13e.?
%1Atta
1,4•••PARY
29 to August 3.
services.
/cahoot counseling
RiSA CALL MI?
WILL Vaal
Sponsored by the ISNU de- LOS ANGELES — John G.
Steeger said. It helps Negro
'IOU wow," roaat.-t WILL.
partment and psychology, the
youth to secure equitable acsou?
Schbol Business Officials' Hanney has been appointed
cess to educational and trainMal
Workshop has been endorsed brokerage manager in the new
ing opportunitiee.
by the Association of School Elmhuret branch office of
The UL conducts career conthe Occidental Life Insurance
Business Officials of
frrences, stay-in-school and
United States and CAnada as
hack-to-school chives and a
Company of California. acwell as the Illinois Association
wide variety of other activicording to Burton L. Herman
Officials.
Business
School
of
ties designed to encourage
The course may be taken branch manager
&and stimulate Negro youth toHanney has been assistant
with or without credit. One
ward maximum achievement
hour's credit for a graduate brokerage manager in Occiden-I
of their potential through eduworkshop will be granted on tars LaSalle Street branch refcation and training, he added.
request if the student qualifies
In its strengthening-thewith the university for grad- fice in Chicago since Februfamily program, the League
any, 1961.
uate
work.
house
a
clearing
as
serve
will

Science Teachers Study.
AL
F
Florida University

Says What He Learned At FHA
Credit Program Aided Success

N
Worker

Hotel Building Boom Is
An International Trend

Receives $25,000 Grant
cFor Work With Youth

Business Course
At Ill. Normal

Name Brokerage
Manager In L.A.
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lakeviewing With Gerri

SOCIETY

Merry
Go-Round
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NEW SECTION
Lakeviewites who are usually
In the Gardens, plans for gregarious gadabouts, remainnew Section "G" are rapidly ed Lakeviewbound. Bar
taking shape. Along with the cues and picnics flourish.
. . Stein and Sunbeam (Mr.
planning goes several new
model homes, which will be and Mrs. Andrew Mitchell)
in the $14,000 to $35,000 price entertained the band and othrange. One of these luxurious er employees of Club Handy.
models features a living room, This gay group of guys and
dining room, two baths — dolls made whoopee from
one of Which will have a near noon 'til almost work
dressing area, with formica time at the club.
On Peace st., the Hollises,
top tables, two children's bedrooms, the Master bedroom the Bakers, the Joluisons, and
with its private bath, a chil- the Hills had whing-dings at
dren's playroom, a family each of the respective resiroom with fireplace, an eat- dences. The hosts did themin kitchen, storage closet and selves proud on the luscious
utility room, to mention a barbecue feasts.
An ever so delightful barfew of the features, this sparkling new model with that becue was enjoyed at Martha
inimitable
Lakeview
flair, and Harold Galloway's. The
gay bon vivants of this group
will be available soon.
Lakeview
Gardens
is were Norm and Icon Griffin,
achieving a continuing fresh- Mary Ethel and Jimmy Jones
ness, a versatility in distinc- and Martha and Arthur Ear
tive homes that soars beyond Home. Of course the o
the limits of a set style or springs of each were presen
feeling. These homes sweep Percy Gill and siblings,
in mood from casual ease to along with the James Woods'
mellow warmth to sophisti- family enjoyed a picnic at
cated elegance and provide the Bailey farm which inrealistic eyes for your budget! cluded boating and fishing.
The office of Lakeview Upon returning, a twist conManagement company is open test between the youngsters
seven days a week for fur- and oldsters ensued. Of course
you know agility is a MUST
ther information.
for this dance, so it's needless
LAKEVIEWITES
to say who won!
From all indications, conAnother kala on the gloriviviality reigned throughout
the Gardens on the Fourth ous Fourth was the trek to
of July. With few exceptions, the Carver Point Resort for
Lakeview Management and
Peace Realty companies' staffers. Those who sauntered
around the picnic grounds
'neath the tall trees, fished
and-or boated on the lake
were Sam and Maggie Peace.
Bob and Stine McFerrin, Minerva Hancock and of course,
the new director of Lakevieah
Management - Roy Kayla?
naugh. Feasting, fishing and
cordiality prevailed throughout the day. J. C. McCauley
with Jackie and Larry were
among the frolickers at the
now-famous resort site, just
beyond the state line.
Simply scrumptious barbecue, further enhanced by tasty baked beans and marvelous
slaw, brought raves as well
as requests for more from
Nedra and Smitty, who feted
Winnie, (Mrs. Irvin Wallace
of Los Angeles). Among those
present at this fun gathering
were Barbara Atkins, Fat
(Thomas) Mills, Carolyn Garner, Fred Williams and your
scribe and spouse, Bill.
The Henry A. Neales
tertained Mrs. Wallace wi
supper on their spacious patio
last Saturday night, with the
Penn and Harper Brewer. usual
crowd present including
Trinity CME church was the Lee and W.
L. Jamison.
scene of the wedding.
Our sympathy is extended
to Mrs. Wardell Wilson of
4875 Peace who recently lost
her mother.

FOURTH OF JULY was Velma McChriston, Rev. and
heralded by gatherings of kith Mrs. R. L. McRae and Rev.
. on patios, in Tom Davidson. We join in
and kin .
back yards, in verdant parks welcoming the Haygoods u,
▪ : . mostly marked by the our community.
Mrs. Lillian Anderson of
wafting of hazy and delicious
entertained
Doris,
smelling smoke for the pas- 1533
time that has become Amer- friends with a Fourth of July
ica's favorite, the barbecue bride party at 5 that afternoon. First to arrive was Mrs.
cook-outs.
Gone are the days of flag- Callie Terrell and her daughwaving parades and speeches ter Brenda, long time friends
of yore . . . but the spirit of of the Anderson family. Oth. the Fourth lives on in our ers were Mrs. Martha Mitchcontemporary mores, as afore- ell, Mrs. Minnie L. Robinson,
Mrs. Bennie S. Haygood and
Mentioned.
her three children, Rosetta,
'RECEPTION
'THE WOMEN OF Garden's Lawrence Jr. (Tony) and ChiPresbyterian Church gave a quite. Mrs. Haygood is the WEDDING PARTY — Mr. other members of the wedMiss Geraldine Douthet. On
Miss Florida Joyce Adams,
beautiful welcome program wife of Parkway Gardens
ding party. On front row, second row, same order, are
and Mrs. Chester Collins
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
and reception for their new Presbyterian Church's new were married in a recent
Irons left. are Miss iierthaRobert Bullock, Andrew
Willie Adams of 579 N. Third
minister and his family, Rev. minister, who recently moved
rene Berkley, Mrs. Hollye
Adams, brother of the bride; at. The bridegroom's parents
June ceremony in Si. Anand Mrs. Lawrence F. Hay- here from Norfolk, Va.
M.
Shotwell,
Mrs.
Anesta
Charles Collins and Earnest are Mr. and Mrs. Lozie ColWhile the adults played thony Catholic church, and
good, Sunday, July 1, at 5
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Collins, brothers of the lins of Millington. (Withers
bridge, Mrs. Anderson's pret- here they are seen with
Collins, Willie Herenton, groom; and Simon Harding. Photo)
• -• With a prelude by O'Fer- ty girls, Lillian (Plum) and
Miss Beatrix Richmond and
Mrs. Collins is fhe former
Charles Mitchelease (Cherry) enter- where a perfect scare on this
Nelson, and
rell
Campbell leading the prayer, tained their guests with a test has been achieved in
both
mathematics,
Mrs. Marguerite McChriston, game of War, and other chil- higher
were Negro boys. The other
president of the Women's dren's delights.
Mrs. Anderson entertained was Napoleon B. Williams of
group, gave the occasion.
Welcomes were extended by in orange Jamaica shorts and Manassas who is now at HarJames Simpson, Jr., from the a rainbow striped blouse. Mrs. vard university.
Billy will be a senior next
church and by elder Blair T. Haygood wore blue shorts and
Hunt, pastor of Mississippi a blue mingled blouse. Mrs. year, and plans to attend
Blvd. Christian church, from Robinson' shorts were of den- either Harvrd or Yale upon
Congratulations,
the community. Rev. Haygood im and a floral blouse of pa- graduating.
made the response. Miss Gra- triotic red, white and blue. Billy, we are really proud of
cie Conley of Bethel AME Mrs. Terrell chose a floral you, not only for your eruditechurch sang, as did Eugene sphaghetti
strapped
patio ness, but for your forthrightNesbit; the history of Park- dress and Mrs. Mitchell was ness and gentlemanly manway Gardens was given by chic in a broadcloth sport ners at all times.
CHICAGOANS
JOHNNY
Mrs. Grace K. Tardy, and skirt and blouse.
the remarks of Sherman W. Prizes were won by Mes- DOWDY and his cousin, ELIRobinson, Clerk of Session, dames Haygood and Mitchell ZABETH MASON are spendclosed the brief and impres- . and everyone enjoyed the ing a gala fortnight with
delicious and attractive menu. Johnny's mother, Mrs. Hansive program.
Immediately following, a PARTY HONORS OHIOANS nah Hunt, of 1774 Marble,
beautiful reception was held MR. AND MRS. THEODORE and seeing many friends and
in the downstairs fellowship JACKSON were party hosts other relatives, here and at
room, where guests met Mrs. at their home on South Park- Holly Springs, Miss.
SOCIAL SCRIBE, JEWEL
Haygood and the family's way last Friday night, when
they
handsome children.
complimented
their GENTRY, was right on hand
Among the guests attend- daughter Beverly J. Haw- at the lavish Debutante Ball
ing the program and recep- kins and her husband Wal- sponsored by the Chicago
tion were Mrs. Lillian An- lace. of Dayton, Ohio. It was Chapter of Links. Inc. at the
derson, Mrs. Betty Bland, Mr. their first trip home since Palmer House in Chicago.
and Mrs. Robert M. Ratcliffe, leaving Memphis .
. and While there she was the guest
Mrs. Elsie R. Mulanda, Mr. the couple's scores of friends of Dr. and Mrs. T. R. M.
and Mrs. Thurman North- were delighted in having Howard in their 22nd floor
apartment in swank Lake
cross. Mrs. Mable Nems, Miss them hack in their midst.
Having fun chatting, enjoy- Meadows, overlooking Lake COLLIER INGRAM NUPTIJuanita Robinson, Mr. and
vii. Willie Green, best man;
gram of New York City pose
Mrs. West A. Webb, Jr., Mrs. ing the lavish hospitality of Michigan.
ALS — Members of the
following the union of the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles InthV
Get-well-wishes
are
lovely home and the tasty
ex- Wedding party of Miss HarPearlie Legette, Mrs. Alsnitcouple. From left are Harold
gram, Mrs. Houstine Green,
tie Allen, Thurman. North- canapes and hors d' ouevre tended to personable DR. W. rine Collier and Charles InOsborne, Mary Elizabeth Damatron of honor: Margaret
cross, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Ray- menu were Margaret and H. YOUNG, who is recovering
from
surgery
at
the
mond Pearson, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Mayo
McWilliams, Frank
at
Rochester.
O'Ferrell Nelson, Rev. S. B. and Rubye Jean Lewis, 0'- Clinic
Dr.
Kyle, Mrs. Hazel Bass, Dr. Ferrel and Ann Nelson, Ida Young is a perennial favorite
A. B. Carter, Mr. and Mrs. Mae Lockard, Dr. T. H,. and of all on the social scene hereN. P. Watkins, Mrs. Grace Nell Northcross, Herbert and abouts.
Tardy, Mrs. Nell Northcross, LaMaris Robinson, Rose and
We are sorry to learn of
•Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Neale, Leopold Iles, Frank Williams. the illness of well-known
-Mr. and Mrs. Young Wallace, Dr. I. A. and Vernita Watson, HARRY
CASH,
Hamilton
The mother of the Ian
On Saturday, June 16, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Rob- Alice and Frank Kilpatrick, High's principal, who has Harrine Janet Collier
of wore a rose lace after-fa. ,
inson, Jamcs Simpson, Mr. Helen and Bennie Batts, Dr. gone to Riverside Sanitarium Memphis, became the bride dress with matching accessorand Mrs. Bennie Batts, Mrs and Mrs. Fortson of Dayton, at Nashville for treatment.
of Charles Ingram of New ies, and a tiny hat of baby
Ethel Copeland, Miss Alice Ohio, Vivian and Thomas TSD'S girl Friday, MAX- York City at the Trinity roses. Her corsage was a
INE DRIVER, has just re- Christian Metholist Episcopal white orchid. Mrs. Biddle, the
Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Willis,
z
Cox, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Beverly and Wallace were turned from a whirlwind va- Church.
groom's mother, wore a white
•,
...'s!-,f• .c
.Sugarmon, Sr., Miss Gerline also complimented at a fourth cation that took her to Kan- The bride is the daughter on blue flowered silk dress,
A.
(4.
Shaw, Mrs. Mary D. King. picnic by their close friends, sas City, Chicago, Milwaukee of Mr. and Mrs. Houston Col- and white silk organza hat.
By MRS. C. WATSON
lowing. You will be able to
Miss Versie Lee Jackson, Mrs. the Sam Browns, and Hazelle and Detroit.
lier; Ingram is the son of Her corsage was a white orDear Carlotta:
stand up to years and years
Hattie Storey, Mrs. Lillie B. 0. Lewis; Dr. and Mrs. Jas. THE MEMPHIS TUSKE- Mrs. Frances Biddle of Paris, chid.
a
young
woman,
and
of the hardest work and be in
I
am
Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. Horace Byas were hosts at brunch GEE ALUMNI CLUB is re- Kentucky.
THE RECEPTION
live a clean life. fine fettle at the end if you
Walla cc. Mr. and Mrs. P. Friday .
. and Mrs. I. A. minded that its first summer
Wedding music was proThe wedding reception was am trying to
Crowder, Mrs. Bolton, Mrs. Watson entertained at dinner meeting will be held Friday, vided by Miss Alva Crivens held at the home of the bride's One reason is that it has al- take care of your self.
But a few years of loose-livWilliam Cowan, Rev. and Sat. Eve., followed by a party night, July 13, at 8 o'clock and Mrs. Helen W. West; so- parents, 1430 Elliston Road. ways been drummed into me
at the Lelia Walker Club- loist was Mrs. Euless Hunt. Pre-nuptial affairs were a — the value of a clean life. ing will rattle it to bits and
Mrs. Burton, Rev. and Mrs. by the Herbert Robinsons.
have
much
more
But
I
could
leave
it a burned out old wreck
'Prenton Daniel, Rev. Joseph
We're bursting with pride house. All members are urged Reverend P. Gonya Hentrel, kitchen shower given by Mrs.
F. Page and Mr. and Mrs. as well as the scores of friends to attend.
pastor of the church officiat- James Bostic, 2233 Sparks fun. if I took more interest Tell your "loose" friends that
in the activities of my friends. they cannot take liberties with
of Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight
ETHEL
TARPLEY
and ed.
Fred Osborne.
Road, bridal luncheon given
They tell me that burning old Mother Nature, and the
Others were H. Means, J. Jr. and Dr. and Mrs. W. 0 spouse MARVIN thrilled to The bride who wore an ex- by Mrs. William Owen and
D. Sias, Rev. M. C. Smith, Speight, Sr., whose son and the brilliant commencement quisite gown of Alencon lace her daughter, Angela and the my candle at both ends may sins they commit light heartedburn out quicker, but it will ly against her "two by two"
Mr. and Mrs. Selmo Jones, grandson,
dinner
by
the
William
(Billy) program at BOSTON Univer- which featured a sweetheart rehearsal
make a better light. And be- . . . they will be called upon
'Miss Carlene Pearson, Wil- Speight III, has scored the sity, where Adlai Stevenson, neckline, was escorted to the bride's parents.
lieve
me their light is shining some day to pay for dearly
liam T. Weed, Mr. and Mrs. phenomenal acoomplislunent U. S. delegate to the United flower banked altar by her
Mrs. Ingram is a graduate
at this time. Now I need some "one by one."
Malcomb Weed, Louis Thom- of chalking up a perfect score Nations, was the speaker, father, Houston Collier. Her of Knoxville College and a
fortitude, someone who can
It is interesting to note that
as, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mea- of 800 points in higher math- dazzling in the vivid scarlet chapel train enhanced the graduate student in the Engtell me again, I am right, and there is a "comeback" with
wedding lish department at At
dows, Mr. and Mrs. George ematics on the College En- robe and black four-cornered delicacy of the
also
some
of
them
may
read
it
Garrett, 0. D. Jeans, Mr. and trance Board
Examination. hat at Oxford University, dress which was worn by her University; and a member of and come to my side. It is Nature. And, take it from me,
you'll never have a really
mother, Mrs. Collier. Her Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
Mrs. William McChriston, Mr. Dr. and Mrs. Speight were England.
hard to fight alone.
sound, alert mind unless you
MARVIN, JR. was among headpiece was a chapel veil
The groom is a graduate of
'and Mrs. Thomas McCullen, informed by the headmaster
Lonesome.
have a sound chassis and vice
Mr. and Mrs. James Sanders, of the Wooster School, a boys the purple-hooded graduates of illusion and seed pearls. Knoxville College and is emversa. Self respect, is the most
The something "borrowed" ployed in New York City
'Mr. and Mrs. Donald Lewis, prep school
at Danbury, of the Law School, and the
Dear Lonesome,
Oliver Ingram, Mrs. Mamie Conn., of the feat last week sight of seeing 4,000 graduates was a dainty handkerchief where the couple will make
important thing one can acmany
young
womThere
are
Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Ray- in a letter which commended marching in four abreast and used by her grandmother their home. He is a member en that are taking care of their quire.
mond Pearson, Murray Reed, them
of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.
and
expressed
the hundreds of faculty members, more than 60 years ago.
bodies and their souls, alMrs. Mary Ingram, Mrs. Cor- school's pride in the achieve- practically all PhD's was a MATRON OF HONOR
LEICESTER, England
—
though their names aren't sung
nelia Pearson, Mrs. Ardelia ment. Hamilton high school, thrilling event.
Mrs. Houstine Collier Green,
from the housetops. So feel (UPI) — Music appreciation is
McGhee,
Mrs.
Elizabeth too, can take pride in its part Sad note, though, was the sister of the bride, was
Words of the Wise proud, rather than remorse- the favorite course at a prison
Strickland, Mr. and Mrs. P. in the development of this fact that they forgot to take matron of honor. The bridesWhen nature leaves a hole ful for the stand you are tak- here. Least popular is English.
L. Burford, Eugene Nesbitt, brilliant youngster, since he their movie camera with them maids were Miss Margaret
in a person's mind, she gen- ing. So respect that body and
Mrs. Ophelia Porter, Miss Al- attended Hamilton in grades from Ethel's sister's home Penn, and Miss Mary Eliza- erally plasters it over with mind.
ice Morgan, Dr. Hollis F. 1 through 8.
(Crystal Lunceford Hayes) at beth Davis, sister of the self-conceiL
Too many people let their
Price, Mrs. L. Marzette, Mrs. Occurring at a propitious Montclair, N. J., which has bridegroom, Paris Ken. The ,
—(Henry Wadsworth minds get into places and conThyolmae Jones, Miss Ann time, with the local air cloud- been specially loaded with matron of honor wore pale'
Longfellow) ditions in which you would
Spraggins, Mrs. Evelyn Reed, ed with the recent report of color film for the occasion. yellow- princess style, calfonly expect to find pigs walBertram Lee McClarin, Errold underachievement of so many But the event will forever be length silk cotton dress and
W. Johnson. Mrs. Edna Young, of our local students, this etched in their memories, a tiny veiled white hat, the
news is a vivid reminder of nevertheless.
Vernon McDonald,
bridesmaids wore silk cotton
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Mrs. Juanita H. Rayner, Miss the fact that security, motivaDON'T FORGET TO SEND yellow dresses and tiny yeltion,
enrichment
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accomEvelyn McGhee, Mrs. MarEXCLUSIVE
US YOUR SUMMER AND low straw hats with matching
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mode
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Iles, Charles McChriston, Ted
ADDRESS of red American beauty roses.
MEMBER OUR
with
Marzette, William Moore, Ka- and cultural background.
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Willie Green was best man.
WHEN
ren Moore, Brenda Sanders, Memphis can also be proud FROM OUT OF TOWN, 236 S Groomsmen were Harold OsRev. Gene Canesta-ari, Mi- of the fact that in the two 'Wellington, Please.'
borne, Harper Brewer,
chael Jones, Brenda Batts instances to our knowledge,
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Corward, Mrs. Annie Mae
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Johnson, Rev. William Burhome delivered
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Harrine Janet Collier Becomes
Bride Of Charles Ingram

Asks Delay
GEORGETOWN, British
Guiana — (UPI) — Pri me
Minister Cheddi Jagan said
Wednesday he will ask the
United Nations to consider
Britai n's postponement of ;
talks aimed at giving independence to British Guiana.
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Woman Tortured
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NACWC,Labor Department, Howard University
To Sponsor July 27-28 Work Conference For Girls
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Funeral services for Mr.
UNITY
Achie Dorsey were hold
JACKSON
Rev. and Mrs. M. E. Edding
By MRS. M. E. VAUGHN
Saturday. June 30, 1962, at the
'.
By C. A. AGNEW
and daughter Mary were
eIl.l
ers. Ester Williams of 105 guests in the home of Mrs.
Cele- Mt. Tabor Baptist Church of
homecoming
The
was a member, with
via Street returned home Sallie Kentle last Sunday.
ebration of the Eighty-second which he
the pastor, Rev. W. L. While,
ntly from Louisville, Ky.
Zion
Mt.
the
of
Wesley Wiggians came home
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Anniversary
be
to
first
the
only
mg held in conjunction with luring young women in un- not
tiled
WASHINGTON, D.i.
where she spent a nice vaca- Friday from Kennedy Genwas quite officiating. Mr Dorsey
oi the biennial convention of the usual occupations at 10 stn. at the national level in which Baptist Church
Monday morning, June 25th,
tion visit with her brothers eral hospital in Memphis last The National Association
churches
Guest
to
able
be
will
successful.
women
young
8
at
Colored Women's Clubs has National Association of Col- and a general meeting
at the St. Mary's Hospital in
and their families and friends. Friday.
experts in employ- present were St. Mark, Klon- Cairo, Ill., where he was adbeen joined by the U. S. De- ored Girls, an NACWC affi- p.m. in the Departmental Au- talk with
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Mrs. Williams was recipient
M
Rev.
pastor,
and
Ill.
dike,
counseling,
career
and
ment
Dethe
Labor
of
ditorium
partment of Labor and How- liate.
mitted Sunday afternoon. The
of many social courtesies.
JOHNSON CITY
Gentry St. James A.M.E. of
was,in
Assistant Secretary of La- partment, The latter program but it is also the first of its
Mr, and Mrs. Andrew Bow- By CORTLAND R. RHEA ard University in the sponRev. O. W. Avant Funeral Service
and
vicinity;
govthis
federal
the
which
type
by
address
an
include
will
Mrs. Lissie
sorship of what is believed to bor Esther Peterson will keyers and family of Milwaukee,
Pleas- charge. His wife,
New
of
pastor
Young,
sponsor.
helped
has
Kenernment
Robert
General
Attorney
Smith,
Mrs.
Walter
and
adMr.
Dorsey is on the sick list and
be the first national confer- note the meeting with an
Wis., were guests over the
from Pratsburg, N. Y., are ence on work opportunities dress at the opening session nedy and musical selections The NACWC president said ant Grove, Klondike.
was unable to attend the funeJuly 4 holidays in the home
tile for girls and young women. Friday, July 27 at 9 an. Oth- by Mitch Miller and Leslie that plans are being made for Rev. M. t;entry delivered the ral.
in
several
days
spending
Of Mrs. Bowers' parents, Mr.
Conwell,
W.
of message. Rev. A.
conferences
subsequent
Uggams.
Others on the sick list are:
and Mrs. Raymond Robinson city, with Mr. W. Smith's moth- The conference will be held er speakers at this session inSCHEDULED
this type on the local, state, pastor of Mt. Zion, was pres- Mr.
and
Lewis
Lonnie
at 487 Thomas St. They were er, Mrs. Lottie Mae Roberts at Howard University July 27 clude NACWC President Ro- TOURS
ent.
daughter, Mrs. Roxie Rosa,
sa L. Gregg of Detroit and Saturday's schedule includes and regional levels. NACWC
and 28.
allo guests in the home of and family.
McNeal
Ann
Sallie
Mrs.
clubs in 41
Mrs. Anna Jones, and Rev.
More than 500 persons are Dr. Robert E. Martin, associate tours of the White House and has affiliated
their aunts, Mrs. Anna Dun- Baptist Churches of this city
with states and the District of Co- and little daughter, her sister, L. M. Dow who is still in a
nigan, Mrs. Hattie Porter and were represented in the dis- expected to participate in the professor of government and Capitol, with meetings
and
Smith.
Geraldine
Miss
trict Sunday School Congress parley, which will have as chairman of the Cit,.zenshlp key congressmen and sena- lumbia.
critical condition in St. Mary's
Mr. and Mrs. Will Moore.
Dr. Gregg has requested brother, Johnie, all of Chicago Hospital in Cario, Ill.
at
Baptist Its theme "The World of Project at Howard.
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tors in the morning and a
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Mr.
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visited
Ill.,
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groups
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Other first-day features in- workshop reporting session in that individuals
ter, Susie Marie are visiting Church in Elizabethon, Tenn. Work." To date, 19 organizaTheir
AURORA
Master Thomas Harrington tions have pledged their sup- clude workshops on aptitudes the afternoon. The meeting Interested in participating in & Mrs. Sellie Smith.
her brother. Mr. Otis Brinker
write to: The sister, Mrs. Nancy Cambell
By ADA L. CARNOR
at Tupelo, Miss. They will also has gone to Detroit, Mich. to port of the conference, and and interests, employment op- ends with a Saturday evening the conference
little
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son,
little
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AsNational
Work,
of
Arthur Smith and son of
visit
other
and visit relatives.
relatives
requests to participate have portunities, and preparing for banquet at Howard Univer- World
sociation of Colored Women's Jame! Fogg, son of Mrs. Mc- Gobles, Mich. attended the fuRev. W. P. Wagner conducted come from young women in
sity.
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career.
to Chicago neral of Hershel Norris.
According to Dr. Gragg, Clubs, 1601 "R" Street, NW., Neal, returned
Also scheduled for Friday
Rev. W. E. Jones of 1663 the service at West Main St. 22 states and the District of
with the visitors for a brief
Mrs. Matilda O'Neal has reooper Ave., Los Angeles, Christian Church on the morn- Columbia, including some 30 will be a panel discussion fee- the forthcoming conference is Washington, D. C.
vacation.
turned from Mt. Bayou, Miss.
Calif. is a visitor here in the ing of June 24.
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&
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Final rites for Mr. Wm.
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parents, Mr. & Mrs. M.V. Rock to visit the Masonic
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Youth Day was observed at Willie M. Foster, three sons,
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West Holmes
YPCC
Club News

us. i"Ainual Day At The Park"
is Saturday. July 14, at Fullers.
Per110419 moths to go along"
this outing should contact our
members. The fee for non-

By
Thomas Saulsberry

WHO WILL BE THE LUCKY
BOY? PUT YOURSELF IN
THIS SPACE TURN PAGE
AND SEE

"QUEEN CROWNED"
There was joy and jubilation
at the crowning of our queen
last week. Miss Helen Meeks
was selected the queen of our
organization for 1962-83.
We would like to commend
her for her efforts. In what
seemed like hours, the announcement was made slowly
by the president, Sammie
Hardaway. After the announcement she was wildly applauded by the large crowd that attended the event. She was also
presented a sweater with the
lettering "West Holmes YPCC
Queen of 62-63." Jimmie Soulsthe 30th anniversary of Dance bery, jr., and Clennon SoulsNew
Educators of America in
bery served as the reporter and
York City this month at Ho- photographer for the night.
tel Commodore.
Miss Betty Jean Malone
came in a very close second,
with Misses Betty House and
Liza Trent following in that
order. We are encouraging the
runners-up to get recdy for
next year. because they are
still eligible.
SCHOLARSHIPS
The proceeds from this event
JOHANNESBURG, South will be used to start a scholarAfrica
South
—
Afrioa—(UPI)
ship fund for some of our upmay consider a change from coming graduates. This idea
the British system and have was presented to the club by
the country's drivers drive on Clennon Saulsbery several
the right side of the road in- weeks ago. In order to be eligistead of the left.
ble for scholarships one must
The country's road safety be a member of this organizacouncil has recommended that tion. The details of the contest
the government consider the to be used will be announced
change before ite modernizes at a later meeting.
The big day is right upon
the nation's roads.

BALLET WORKSHOP—Mrs. basic steps of the ballet on
Mable Love, seated left, as- the Fisk university campus
sociate professor of physical recently, and eke is seen sureducation at Fisk. conducted rounded by her young puhave been with wee hours in •four-week workshop in the pils. Mrs. Love will attend
STARS ON SHELF
For weeks, the World Cham- the morning escapades of the
pions New York Yankees were colorful Belinsky. Bridges was
hysterically worried about released and back to the long
Mickey Mantle — their great bus rides with the Negro Amersuper star. Then to place salt ican League Red Sox, which
in their wounds, last year's was to be his fate.
premier relief man, Luis Ar- It wasn't long before the
royo, was sidelined by arm fastballer had hooked up with
:trouble. Of course, with the the St. Louis Cardinals. Used
• Cuban lefty convalescing, it mostly in relief with the Cards,
was appropriate for ace Whitey Marshall did a credible job,
Ar ord to succumb to shoulder despite trouble occasionally
jrpains, being unable to finish with the gopher ball. Watching
:that which he had started on Bridges in 1958, against San
Francisco in old Seals Stadium
the mound.
The latter was nothing new pointed this out. He had maseven in the compilation of 25 tered the Giants for a short retriumphs in 1961. Ford didn't lief period when Willie Kirkfinish many of those either; land, a lefthanded hitter,
this fine pitchhowever, he could depend on abruptly u
et-like shot into
his shadow (Arroyo) to come ing with a
the bleachers.
,in to douse the flames.
With this galaxy of talent, After the gam In the CardLs
ridges was
not to mention the army tour- dressing room,
ing Tony Kubek on the shelf, still his old hi spy-go-lucky
it was no wonder that the self. in fact, Geor Crowe and
Yanks were pretty lucky to Curt Flood looke on him as
just stay in pennant conten- one of the club's jokesters.
tion. The New Yorkers did St. Louis peddled the erratic
drop as many as five games off fastballer off An Cincinnati in
1960. Why Bridges was sold
the pace.
wasn't published, but this
SHERIFF IN CHARGE
These infirmary blues didn't scribe learned from reliable
have a complete blackout et- sources that he was involved
incident
/b.-feet on the perennial American in a St. Louis hotel
"the world agrees on'GlIbey's,please'!"
F. League Champs. While the rest that was magnified because it
'pf the league woke up and got involved a racial entanglement.
din thorrace, the Yankeee had During the Reds' arrarnbl
lo rely heavily on their pro- for the National League penObey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. iv A
gressively grown-weaker pitch- nant last year, Bridges was
Gaily, Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National Distillers Produots Company
farmed out about mid-season:
ding staff.
Mantle's knee injury seem- thus. he was denied the thrill
ingly gave opposing pitching of playing in a World Series.
charges and
impetus to get Bill Skowron, A YANK NOW
per- FACE GEORGIA JUSTICE— degree murder
.Elston Howard and Roger Mar- They say many players
The NAACP is defending 13 five are charged with rioting.
Yankee
in
differently
form
is out wtih an incredible con, upper left, facget of the 14 Negro youths in- Paul R
sistency. Evidence of the si- flannels. So Bridges could
dicted in connection with the es a murder count. Defoe
the
in
compete
to
chance
the
lence in the New York arsenal
Augusta slaying of a white Holmes, upper right, John E.
was the elevation of Bobby tall classic with the greatest of youth who was shot during a
Davis. ower left, and Thomas
than
more
has
Bridges
all.
them
man
and
lead-off
Richardson,
the ride through the Negro sec• Holmes, Jr., lower right, face
seventh place hitter to the paid the Yankees back for
lion armed with guns. rocks charges of rioting. Funds to
faith they showed him. coveted third slot.
what and other weapons, suppos• assist in their defense may
From whom then, did Man- Depending heavily on
20
thrower, odly looking for "fun," but be sent to the NAACP, 18,
ager Ralph Houk, get a consis- he dubs es his flame as the Irritated by integration efWest 40th it., New York,
emerged
has
tent performance? When Ar- Bridges
N. Y.
to forts of Negro youth. All
royo saved games, it was head- bull pen pitcher most likely
told, nine Negroes face first
Manager
when
call
the
get
lines, but when southpaw
His
Marshall Bridges strolled from Houk needs a big out. than
the Yankees bull pen and stop- earned run average of less
the staff.
ped opposing rallies, there were two runs is tops on 1-0 record.
few sentences that told of his The Sheriff has a
numerous
work. It was apparent, how- not counting the
starters.
ever, that Houk had found a saves for faltering
Sox hurlAi new stopper in the "Sheriff," Now that the ex-Red
his true talent
1. the name former teammates er is showing
hoping that
here's
field,
the
on
because
him
gave
at Cincinnati
when off the
it corresponded wtih his first he will remember
field that Belinsky is Polish.
name.
Bridges, a native of Jackson, SIGHTS ON CHICAGO
Miss., Mt well known to Mem- Harvey Branch Ike every
phians who followed the Mem- reason to have his sights set
phis Red Sox a few years back. on Chicago as his ultimate goal.
Bridges is a product of the Del- Branch is a pitcher on the Chita Baseball School. In a tele- cago Cubs' San Antonio farm
phone conversation with Matty team, where his 9-5 record is
Brescia, an old friend, now a amone the league's top five
Consolidated hurlers. Branch is a former
for
salesman
Liquors. I was reminded of the Booker T. Washington stand,
school which he and than Red out, whose parents, Mr. and
Sox manager, Homer "Goose" Mrs. Dave Branch, reside at THE JOHNSON LEGACY — early Negro preacher. Seen
here with Mrs. Johnson are
Mrs. James Weldon Johnson
Curry, founded. The baseball 1459 Hamilton.
school held sessions at Green- Branch signed with the Cubs presents a photo of her late Bishop Stephen Gill Spottswood, chairman of the
ville and Jackson in Mississippi in 1958 while he was playing husband, who became the
NAACP board of directors.
and locally at Martin Stadium, for Cliff Hallman's Magnolia first Negro executive secrenow a parking lot for a truck- Eagles, a local semi-pro nine.
tary of the NAACP in 1920. center, and Arthur B. SpinMr. Johnson was noted for garn, NAACP president. and
ing line.
literary classics such as close friend of the poet, who
TURBULENT AS RUSHER
"God's Trombones." • book dedicated "God's Trombones"
Bridges, a lean six-footer,
of sannons in the style of the to him.
days,
playing
early
his
, who in
had a yearn to "walk on the
wild side." was first signed by
to a auto and follows t h e rest of the summer.
the New York Giants, to a AAA
crowd to the Fuller golf course Youngsters will find in encontract with Minneapolis for a
to a free clinic held for teen- tering these integrated colleges
salary of $800 a month. After Its never too hot to play agers by Robert Wright from it will be best to learn as much
• purchasing Bridges from Red golf. Ask this beginner Hosea I p.m, to 3 p.m. This is the as one can about all sports
Sox general manager, Dr. B. B. Alexander who had as his golf- first big step taken by a par- and it will be a tremendous
...Martin, the Giants sent him to
teenage girls golf. help toward joining the social
ing buddies Joe Carr, .1r., ent to see
Class "B" Virginia farm team Charles Janes and Cecil Good- Nat D. does not intend to stop activities that goes on in colwhere he played as a first- be.
until he has brought at least lege. T ti e most"challenging
baseman. Bridges had also La17 to the clinic. Along with course in the city is at your
grow
to
golf
Negro
for
Look
Memat
bored in the outfield
bounds Nathaniel the Williams girls was Betty disposal.
and
leaps
by
phis.
D. Williams interest has been Edwards. Robert Wright states
This writer can best describe
stimulated to the extent that
high
the "Sheriffs" off the field ac- each Wednesday he loads his if the kids interest stay
tivity as that which is currently daughters, Natolyn, Naomi and he will continue this I re e
associated with Bo Belinsky, even Shirley Jean (age 6) in- clinic every Wednesday for the
the brash Los Angeles Angels'
kfthander.
Unfortunately for Bridges,
the Giants were less tolerant
than the embryonic Angels

Go Modern
On Driving

members wilt he .50c. Each in,dividual will carry his lunch
with the club furnishing thill retreshments. Spurts of all t1,01
will be played on this day..

GOD SE NT
All Prayers and Healing, Free
HEALER AND ADVISOR
Are You Suffering—Sick—Need Advise?
Don't consider her just another reader. You've seen
her on television, read about her in the papers, now, ste•
her in person,look for the name of REV.SISTER GABLE
on the sign with the big white cress.Locatedatherhemie.
See REV. SISTER GABLE. She has the God:Given
Power to heal by Prayer. Guarantees to heal the sick and
the ailing, but there is no pity for those who know they
are in hard luck and don't come to see REV. SISTER
GABLE, Donations accepted.
These are but a few that have been healed and Wised •
by REV. SISTER GABLE. There are thousands of others
that have been helped by REV.SISTER GABLE.SO Coate
today, tomorrow may be too late. Remember if them is
God's help on earth it can be found through REV. SISTER
GABLE. She heals by the hand of God. Remember there
is a lucky charm that has been blessed by the Saints of
Jerusalem given free with each visit.

1.•8 unsumseefel
wo• flat an my
bow bed bard look
back •afferIne from IA re•rarig• end seend been under evil
petered far y••res
leflrence for meny on incurahl•sli
years. I a•ufti not Th•rs. wa• n• h• p• On• visit with Rev.
Si stets Gable end ve•
bold e jelly lot rtn• until I heard of and
aisle te R•v. Slater e•n R•v.Sists. Gable ere back t•g•th•r
end rosy happy.
th• Indian h •a I •
Goble end I Ire.i• a
•teady lob end fool. Thank God for her, I
reel wall.
Ine fins.
You will get a free lucky cross that has been blessed
by the Saints of Jerusalem at no extra charge. She will
give you a lucky number.
So drive a little ways for the help that you need, and
see how it pays if there is God's help on this earth to
be found, you can get it through REV. SISTER GABLE.
Many have turned to her, so you must too. Remeaber, by
the hand of God, all things are possible.
BlestThe Day Yso Visited REV.SISTER GABLE
So Come And Be Blessed At Her Temple
Donations Only
Hours 7:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. Daily and Sunday
Read for both White 6: Colored, No Appointment Necessary
Private and Confidential Reading in her own Home.
Res. Sister Gable Is located permanently Ili miles tree
City Limits of Collierville, Tennessee en
HWY. 72, EAST OF TOWN ON HOLLY SPRINGS ROAN
Look for croon in front of her House Trailer Home
Transportation front Memphis to ROLM. Sable
Take the Yellow Cab Bus to

DON'T MISS
Your

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Read it Each & Every Week
Use Our Home DeliveryService

KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!

- Fill in Application Now

Golfing
With 'LW

lp

Application For

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service

YES, THIS IS IT
Don't stop caring ler your •coly
until you hov• tried Eli., Brown's
1r " Scalp Conditioner with Pilocorpin•
• and Sylph*r. Price, only isi.25.
Sn•ciol Towel. °intro.,' flOs

ELDER BROWN'S
CHEMICAL CO.
‘4Vil 11-1036

Memphis, Tenn.,

Manhattan Bowling Bolls
Crown Prince S. Swing•ter Shirt. L Bloss•.
,
Connie. Lino Of Bowling Supplies SEnuiprno
Trophirre For All Occesi•ns

HULL-DOBBS
NEW FORD

L.23. S.

INOTE: Bring or moil thisapplication to:
Wellington. Memphis.
PHONE JA

Iour Bowling Eguipro•nt H•con.n.f•rii''
F A 7 c127
7575 Leon,

Home Delivcry

Dept. C.

6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS

-

•
$
r
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THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NOW OFFERS A NEW SERVICE TO ADVERTISERS

(1

- INSTANT CREDIT -

YOU CALL NOW_•.••••.•••••••.WE BILL YOU LATER•••••••••
•••••.JAckson 6-8397

OS:

To buy, or sell - A house, an automobile, cottage, mansion, a lot, church or furniture.
Or to rent a room or an apartment.

YOU HAVE THE GOODS••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••WE
POSITION WANTED
xperienced College Grad. De
4tres clerk typist or P.B.X
Position W112.3017
- - • - --•

HOUSE FULL SPECIAL

HAVE THE RESULTS

NOTICE....MOVING VAN
!Private party moving to

Memphis, Tenn.
would like a truck load of furniture
moved from Chicago, III., to Memphis,
Tenn., on your return trip to Memphis
from Chicago.

,Call JAckson 6-8397

,

SALESMEN AND

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

ALL STATE

3 MEN

EXECUTIVE
AND
FAMILY

Th3 Mew Tri-State Defender
22 5 South Wellington Sheet
JAckson 6-8397

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

Pest.
heen
adv
my.,
gray
hang
proc
Dr
ence
the
are

CLASSIFIED
ADS

She!'
will
Th
pai
Ca
yours
help
for
of c
Th
orga
that
over

HAVE
PULLING

t
a
ner,
Colhi
Owe
Phi
ior
AP •
ed

POWER

ing
Tele
in ,
a H
aid
Ca
Pub
the
tivit
tee
me
A
Co
area
Nbr

teed. Licensed On Third It, Past-door, Power Equipment: take
Igic
ileria Phone 41124134 - After 4:30
Phan* WE 5-4044

BARBEL LAILE - !Ishii.
Horse- SAVE psi - Boy Thersands et
back riding, $104 Horn and
Late Rd. it wholesale. tend $1.00 (refundable)
for far
easing. ArMelle'
Of Cal
a, PO. Box 3M7, Holly
wood,

nous

818-1861.

CALL
JA 6-8397

macerated

I ?PIAUI HigAEWoRKOR011
money it home) Mailers, 2 MAKE
Men-

LET'S TRADE

GREeNCABIl E. INDIANA

Hew or Used Furniture
for Dirt

Represent Wonderful
Cavoy Cosmetics"

Rich end Good for Gardening

Call WH 8-2666
FREEMAN FURNITURE CO.

Your spare hours can earn real
money! Send brief ream. to
P.O.
Box 172, MeMPhiv. for
free 99roril*
and details.

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
—•-You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defee.zr

Coll or Come In Tock
REUBEN
WASHINGTON
Blues For Breakfast
4 to 630 A:M:

Finny! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Welli-glon St.

IL
CANE COLN.
3230 to 1:30 & 3 to 6

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6 2523

YMCA
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS

I. 19 Dormitory Rooms: - Clean, Comforta
ble, Modern Furniture.
W.
Priveaktley Beth -$C
6lean
_ $W
10esh Rooms - Showers . ..
Rat.,:
2. Modern Swimming Pool - Year Round
Swimming: 75s30 ft. Diving - Swimming - Wading Sections. Underwal
er Lighting Reautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3. Redulefiar Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectato
rs Section with
1200 sealing capecity - For Leagues,
Tournaments, Compelalive
Matches. Classes - Booing - Community Program
s
4
7-l•roo Club Rooms: Club Meetings
- Clasen
Conferences - Teas - Socials

FREEMAN FURNITURE CO.
1940 S. Lauderdale
Si.

BLAKE

D
FAIRCHE

WLOK

LEARN THE ART OF

HAIR-WEEV
Fc,

14 en

C•••,̀

Wr.11,

MADELINE OLIVER'S
HAIR WEEV
Training School
5101 S. Michigan avenue
Chicago, Illinois
KEoweed 6-IM

H.
pe
tio

hie
aga

NICER USED CARS
323

No. CLEVELAND

BR 4-5220

D
Pot

1 Leeks South of Seers-Coseseeern
Wh••• scary customer becomes a
&lewd

DARE YOU TO COMPARE OUR CARS AND PRICES!
rilirds, Big Selection
Most Have Full Power And Air, From
19M

1959

$1995

$2295

1961 Ford Conv't.,

1960

$2595

Might red

1961 Ford Galaxl• N.Y.,
Ms new
Ford F.L. Sudo., low mileage

1967

BEAUTICIANS!!

$95,
and
to
.• -

— $10 — $25

1
-

Pick U p Payment on Norge
500 lb. Freezer -S1.90 wk.
Norge Auto. Washer -$1.80.
Pick Up Payment on 3 pcs.
FrOliCh Prey. cherry bed no.
Suit*. 3 pes. White French
Pray, bed no. suite. 8 pes.
Cherry dinning rm. suite.
Living rm. suite, tables &
lamps.
Pick Up Payment on Meg.
Motorola Stereo - A REAL
BUY.
Call Ernest Jones WH 8-2666

TRY
ONE
-'FoluniS
TODAY

LEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!

JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES $7

HUNKY DORY
6:30 to R:30 & 11 to 12 30

1

•

0K

MADAM BELL

SALESWOMEN WANTED

WISH TO
RENT
LOVELY
HOUSE IN
MEMPHIS

V0

Who Won Stone Mountain
Baffle—Klan Or Police?

juraiers. m
TheembICalrasn sraidivoande of reau of Investigation, Maj.
YES
Delmar Jones 'and Lt. H. A.
th
THIS
Poole.
broken nose in the fracas.
SPACE IS
Tear gas bombs tossed by It was agreed that 20 KlansQUALITY FURNITURE
troopers set the stage for a men would be allowed to
FOR
Is APPLIANCE
PItINIS oli
discussion between Klan limb the mountain for what
JOE Priraltiire conin-nY
AN
WH 8.2993
leader Calvin
1151 IP•rt eve.
and two was termed a "religious cere1294 S Loud•rdole St.
ADVERTISER
STONE MOUNTAIN. Ga. — Gov. Ernest Vandiver had members of theCraig
ri4 27054
mony" on top.
Georgi
a
HuIn Wet toy buys complete house ni
(UPI) — There was some con- ordered that no more demon,,uillIi.P.
tee
rravutnonttitIon
,rtiite. sok INN Paul or Jim.
fusion Monday over who won strations could be held
IM;17:N IS WANI
on Salesmen & Saleswomen
the weekend battle of Stone state property.
IV 04110AIR
Wanted
Mounta
in
rock
throwi
ng
it..
leelinsees
sed
Console TV's. I at
10 NKR
up Notts.
JNP
Ku Klux ..lansmen or billy- TEAR GAS USED
A 7.7a011
advertising in
To
sell
The
retail
Klan
had different
swinging state troopers.
II ply
ideas. They marched, with the Memphis market. We
APT. NOR RENT APT. 3
Some
Klansm
finally
en
got
women and children in their pay 25 per cent and 30
401 Boyd
YUI I KR
IS
to the top of the Confederate midst, to
JA 5-7421
the mountain and per cent contract commismattior
Saturda
ial
y.
But
they
429 South Main
tried to pass the police line. sion on the dollar.
held a "religious ceremony"
MOVING
instead 0,f their original inten- It was not clear how the
rithoosed. iirao.. RANGE. eta7
THE NEW
violence started, but rocks
Pie up Payment no
tion of dross burning.
'
,
tench
Prorin.
Sartain. S new unhol. I pe. Er. rrii.
mai R. R. Suit 11 white) 11 cherry)
were thrown by Klansmen TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Police
said
allowed
they
the
$10.011
each 3 pc new teak walnut 3 pc Living R. Itutt - 6 Do. Cherry
sate
and billy-clubs were used by
D. R. dun - "'molt Provincial ceremony as a compromise to
stale with Inner spring watt. • box
236 South Wellington St.
Stereo
Rot Point Air Conditioner
spring ine. $1400. 80114 mahogony
avoid further violence and the troopers. It was reported
lee ham 0 P M. to 10 P.M.
21-Inch RCA etinent• TV. New Ple
Memphis, Tenn.
possible injury to women and that there were no serious in11111 last fangs
tube slur. 1 year $149.05. 7 pc. 11v.
children among the 300 KlansMIL tram $1411.15 used. Reg. $16.86
men and sympathizers.
I. SUM' Mho $50.06. Retries. maid,
POR Sail
fteautiful
Between 30 to 35 troopers
At up.
Walnut
finished,
Spinet
type Plano
were stationed at Stone Moun664 No. tdiewfid.
PAIR
tain after Klansmen held a
Pohl*: 1-1607
NEWLY-DECORATED APARTMENTS.
lUondite area. Couple with one or series of meetings in the area
MN PARK
two children. Near bus and school to protest the holding of the
(English LodY)
Apply 795 N. Claybrook.
national convention of the
YOU
KNOW SHE IS NOT
NAACP
Atlanta
nearby
in
.
HELP WANTED
WE WILL BUY OR
A GYPSY
15
GOOD WORKERS
SELL YOUR PROPERTY
Pull or part time In Memphis.
This is her new office at the Missis
—•
Sono
wistnard with name, soldiers, arm
telephone to 0.04.1.); 147 5, Ot.st
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL it
ford Drive;
REALTY CO.
1. Must have a car
VOUS.. ARIXONA
back after a long time of being away
368 BEALE ST.
and at last she is back to stay in
WH 8-11_16
her
JA 6-3291
2. Must be a go-getter
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
SELL RETAIL
890 Weekly Earnings
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife
ADVERTISING PART-TIME
sr
• 45. Bleb School Diucatlini
or sweet'
Nen •itt, Wes salerienc• eireieiiee Salesmen
and saleswomen
heart? Are you in had health: Are you
▪
.e neat In atusearanee. Cl, la
We need capable and aggressive display adver•
discouragediC
wanted to sell retail advertisge,^-arii. Able CO furnish Bone.
If any of these are your problems, come
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in
let MADAN)
ing in the Memphis market.
PROM0110N T(/
adBELL advise you at once. She will read life
We
pay
25
per
cent and 30
vertising field with experience and ability tc
to you
QU A1.111 ED M EN
per cent contract commission
Just as she would road an open book. Tell you
inf,Its to P.O. Elia 30 - Ol,ns
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starti
why
on the dollar.
iwitsirs
ng
your job or business is not a succeaa. If you have failrates, wage progiession and merit increa
THE
TRI-ST
ATE
DEFEN
DER
ses.
I El s EMMAUS, personal.
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
business.
They mune hi three Genre, 1 color 230 South Wellington Street
_e_
sl.111 tor 300, 3 color $1.00 for
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis
Memphis. Taus.
3 color ALE for 210. There are250.
15
styles. The envelopes IWO the game
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her
Prier. Free samples and Inkelnetten. asitazatass FISHING ALL DAY
home
50 seaM. - Home back riding 51.(t0
Pend Oe ter bandit., Rog mailing.
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right
hr. 1110 Hata 14 hr. - 5101 Horn
Rodger id tisrriann, tom tiger,
aside
I.415e 114 - ws-ioss.
Paso Lenin.
the DeSolo Motel. Ile sure to look for the RED BIM%
SASSES LAKE - Fishing and Horsehuh riding. 1108 Horn Late
Rd.
FOR sarz
1101 SE and you'll find her there at all
EX 5-10U.
times. (She
0!
. Eyes IS 1 Ilk
414. Priced very cheat.. Ehnen - Ilse 3 14.006 endBah Water pd. Het
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State
14
Lim'
au No. lellewild.
• 45
JO 5-000
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
(11.:1110 PALLS
2 ROOM and Bath - Water pd.
never had an office in West Memphis.)
Oas
ifeating &MOD - Water Misters HUE JA 1-1100.
Wall Emitter - Repaired ant inatailet.
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
RealtienUal Piping. All Wirt Guru
VIM MERCURY
7 pt. L.R. Sults, 5 pc. 8.R.
Suite, 5 pc. Din•tts Sult•,
R•frig•rator, Stoy•. NO
MONEY DOWN 12.90 p•r Wk.

1957 Ford Country Seise, sir send.
1959 Olds. tether N.Y., deubl•
awe • • •
1959 Chev.
4-due, 7/-11
1958 Choy. Brookwood, d-doer,"d"
1957 Ch,,. II•141r N.Y., V4
1936 Ches. Bal-Air N.Y.,

V4

$2295
$2 I 95
$1695
38 5

mom=
Cadillacs Special Closeout

/960 Sedan, 62 S•ri•e, iooded

$3895
1959 Fleetwood, everythi
ng.
$3295
1957 Sedan Do Ville, shore
$1695
1956 Sod.. De Ville, all
64:4•555.105 • • • $1195
be Viii., nice
Sedan Po Ville, sells, end good.• •
•

1955 Satan

$195

1053

$495
$395'

1952 Coops De

Villa, sporty

1995

$1395
$1095
11 95

$895

Several More To Choose From!
COME SEE:
JOHN BAKER
ED BEALL
NED CAMPBELL
ROY FARMER
BLAKE FAIRCHILD
'Vie Guarantee You The Very
lett Caexleitial Fisa

1957 Pontiac, 4-door NT.,
Super Chief . •
1957 Ply. Seism:18m 4.door H.T., nice
••
1956 Ply., 4-door "6", •treight /Hee .
••
1955 Ford F.L. Club Sirrion,
V.S
1955 Lincoln. Full Pow.,
al, send... • 1953 Ch•e. Ivaco', a real peed car..
• • •

$195
$195
$195
$595
S895
S395

CALL
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JACKSON
6-8397
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BLAKE

FAIRCHILD
323 No. CLEVELAND

BR 4-5220
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